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PREFACE

The aim of this dissertation is to develop new microfluidic system for hematocrit determination. Chapter 3, 4, and 5 have been published or submitted for publication.
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Abstract

The present dissertation aimed to develop a new microfluidic system for a point-of-care hematocrit device. Stabilization of microfluidic systems via surfactant additives and integration of semipermeable SnakeSkin® membranes was investigated. Both methods stabilized the microfluidic systems by controlling electrolysis bubbles. Surfactant additives, Triton X-100 and SDS stabilized promoted faster bubble detachment at electrode surfaces by lowering surface tension and decreased gas bubble formation by increasing gas solubility. The SnakeSkin® membranes blocked bubbles from entering the microchannel and thus less disturbance to the electric field by bubbles occurred in the microchannel. Platinum electrode performance was improved by carbonizing electrode surface using red blood cells. Irreversibly adsorbed RBCs lysed on platinum electrode surfaces and formed porous carbon layers while current response measurements. The formed carbon layers increase the platinum electrode surface area and thus electrode performance was improved by 140 %. The microfluidic system was simplified by employing DC field to use as a platform for a point-of-care hematocrit device. Feasibility of the microfluidic system for hematocrit determination was shown via current response measurements of red blood cell suspensions in phosphate buffered saline and plasma media. The linear trendline of current responses over red blood cell concentration was obtained in both phosphate buffered saline and plasma media. This research suggested that a new and simple microfluidic system could be a promising solution to develop an inexpensive and reliable point-of-care hematocrit device.
Chapter 1 Introduction and outline

1.1 Introduction

Hematocrit (HCT) is a red blood cell volume percentage in blood. Normal HCT levels are 40 – 54 % for men and 36 – 48 % for women [1]. HCT test is a key medical diagnostic tool. High HCT values may signal medical conditions such as polycythemia, cyanosis, dehydration, decompensating cardiovascular disease, and pulmonary fibrosis. Low HCT values may represent the signs of anemia and leukemia. [2] Since HCT is an important medical indicator, many HCT test methods including microhematocrit [3], Coulter counter [4, 5], CuSO₄ specific gravity [6] and conductivity based point-of-care (POC) HCT devices [7, 8] have been developed. However, these methods are either expensive, environmentally inadvisable or complicated.

Microfluidic devices (also called microdevices, Lab-on-a-Chip (LOC), and micro Total Analytical Systems (μTAS)) are microfluidic platforms that can integrate any combination of reactions, separations, mixing, detections, and other laboratory functions into a single polymer or glass chip in order to perform an entire chemical or bioanalytical assay on the chip. Such microfluidic devices have the advantages of high resolution, low-cost, rapid analysis, low sample consumption in a range of nL to μL, versatility in design and portability [9, 10]. Microfluidic device research was accelerated when the U.S. Defense Advanced Research Project Agency (DARPA) started a fund in the 1990s to develop the portable microfluidic-based medical diagnostic systems for the military.
Since then, their applications have extended to biological assays, medical-diagnostic, life science, chemical synthesis, and many other chemical applications [9, 11, 12]. Due to the breadth and versatility of applications, microfluidic devices are considered a promising technology for the future and are under development across the world.

Point-of-care (POC) tests (also called bed-side test) are a medical test at or near the patient and traditionally outside the clinical laboratory. POC tests are used in order to provide prompt and appropriate treatments to patients in any environmental setting. For POC tests, portable, accurate, and reliable technologies are required. Various POC devices, such as those for measuring and detecting blood glucose, pregnancy, hemoglobin, HCT, and cholesterol, are currently on the market.

The advantages of microfluidic devices, which include allowing rapid and accurate analysis with small sample consumption, match well with the demands of POC devices. Thus, microfluidic devices are considered to be a key platform for the development of POC devices [13, 14]. Inexpensive and reliable microfluidics based POC devices could solve global health issues, especially for the developing world or regions lacking health care resources [14].

However, there are still technical challenges to develop a new microfluidic system for POC devices. Platinum is commonly used as electrode materials of many microfluidic devices due to their good electrochemical properties and high resistance to corrosion. But platinum electrodes in contact with aqueous solution generate electrolysis bubbles limiting voltage-operating window for many microfluidic devices [15, 16].
adsorption onto electrode surfaces occurs to decrease high free energy at the interface between electrode and thus causes irreproducible signal responses [17-19]. Poor performance of miniaturized microelectrodes due to reduced surface area also have been reported often [20, 21].

1.2 Motivation for the Research and Outline of Dissertation

The present research aims to develop a new and robust microfluidic system for a POC HCT device. In chapter 2, the literature review focuses on research trends to solve problems of electrolysis bubbles, fouling electrodes by adsorbed biomolecules and poor microelectrode performance. Chapter 3 suggests the approach improving microfluidic system stability by controlling electrolysis bubbles. The electrolysis bubble effect was attenuated via surfactant additives and integrated semipermeable membranes. Chapter 4 reports that platinum microelectrode surface modification by carbonizing electrode surface using RBCs. The formed carbon layers on electrode surfaces increased effective electrode surface area and thus improved the electrode performance. Chapter 5 introduces that new and robust microfluidic system for HCT determination. The microfluidic system was drastically simplified by employing direct current. In order to prove the feasibility for HCT determination, current responses of RBC suspensions in phosphate buffered saline and plasma medium over the concentrations of human HCT ranges were measured in the microfluidic system. Chapter 6 summarizes the conclusion of the present work and discuss the future direction of the research.
2.1 Introduction

Microfluidic devices have employed various types of detection techniques, such as laser-induced fluorescence, mass spectrometry, absorbance detection, holographic refractive index, Raman detection, and electrochemical detection [22-29]. Among these techniques, the electrochemical detection has recently gained considerable attention because it is simple, fast, sensitive, inexpensive and easy for miniaturization into microfluidic devices [22, 23, 27-29]. The electrochemical detection for microfluidic devices is very promising and its general principles and trends were already reviewed by many authors [22, 23, 27, 29].

However, there are still many technical challenges to be solved in application of the electrochemical detection. The performance of microfluidic devices with electrochemical detection methods strongly depends on the performance and characteristics of the working electrode material. In general, platinum, gold, palladium, copper, and various types of carbon materials such as carbon ink, carbon paste, carbon fiber and graphene are commonly used as electrode materials due to favorable electrochemical properties. [22, 23, 27]
Compared to carbon materials, metals have very high resistance to corrosion and excellent electrocatalytic activity [22]. Among metal materials, platinum is known to be the most inert metal under electrochemical operation. However, recent evidence building upon foundational research has illustrated that platinum is not completely inert under electrochemical operation and it can potentially corrode and deactivate in the microdevice. Experiments have shown that platinum electrodes undergo chemical and morphological changes in biological buffer solutions under electrochemical operation [30]. These changes can potentially alter platinum electrode performance resulting in irreproducible responses within microfluidic system.

In addition, electrolysis gas bubbles [31, 32] and fouling electrodes by adsorbed biomolecules [33] have continuously been considered the factors limiting applications of microfluidic systems with electrochemical detection methods. Poor sensitivity and selectivity problem of miniaturized microelectrodes have been reported often [20, 21]. As microfluidic devices have been used in many applications, various approaches have been suggested to solve these problems.

The purpose of this literature review is to give an overview of research trends in order to solve problems of electrolysis, fouling, and microelectrode performance. The review describes the physical phenomena and effects of electrolysis, fouling, and microelectrode performance in microfluidic systems and summarizes the principle, advantages, and disadvantages of various reported solutions to solve these problems.
2.2 Electrolysis bubbles

Electrolysis bubbles are one of the main reasons electrodes become deactivated in microfluidic devices. In aqueous sample solution, platinum, gold and other metal electrodes electrocatalyze water and generate gas, which forms into bubbles at the electrode surface. For platinum electrodes, oxygen and hydrogen gas bubbles are produced above ~ 3 V [34, 35] and less than ~ 1 kHz AC at 3 V_{pp} as follows [36]:

\[
\text{Anode (Oxidation): } 2\text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow \text{O}_2 \text{(g)} + 4\text{H}^+ + 4\text{e}^- \quad \text{Eq. 2.1}
\]

\[
\text{Cathode (Reduction): } 2\text{H}_2\text{O} + 2\text{e}^- \rightarrow \text{H}_2 \text{(g)} + 2\text{OH}^- \quad \text{Eq. 2.2}
\]

Electrolysis bubbles destabilize and limit the voltage operating window for many microfluidic system in various ways. Gas bubbles covering electrode surfaces deactivate active surface sites and increase electrolyte solution resistance [37, 38]. Growth and detachment motion of bubbles at electrodes increases noise of electric signal responses [32, 38, 39]. Fig 2.1 shows the evolution of gas bubbles on electrode surfaces. Generated electrolysis bubbles remain attached on electrode surfaces due to surface tension. Bubbles coalesce into large bubbles on the surfaces and then detach from the electrode surfaces at a larger bubble diameters because gravity, buoyancy and hydrodynamic drag forces exceed the surface tension. [39, 40]. Detached bubbles enter the microchannel and destabilize the electric field across the microfluidic channel. Moreover, the bubble generation rate is not consistent at the similar operating conditions likely due to electrode surface variations [41].
Fig 2.1 Electrolysis gas bubble evolution at platinum electrode surface in phosphate buffered saline. Two bubbles generated at platinum surface grew in (a) and (b). Those bubbles coalesced into a large bubble in (c) and remain attached on electrode surfaces in (d). These bubbles evolution at electrode surfaces destabilize the electric field and cause irreproducible current responses. Reproduced with permission from [32], copyright 2014 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim.

In addition, these gas bubbles and H\(^+\) and OH\(^-\) ions can negatively impact and damage biological cells and alter properties such as the zeta potential and the dielectric constant [42-44]. For POC applications, these effects can alter the reliability of reproducibility of diagnostic or analytical tests. Thus, numerous approaches have been introduced to control electrolysis bubbles and stabilize the microfluidic system. Here, we discuss the most promising representative methods: 1) surfactant additives, 2) isolation of electrodes, and 3) bubble free systems.
2.2.1 Surfactant additives to control electrolysis bubbles

Controlling electrolysis bubbles using surfactant additives were suggested since the physics behind bubble stability and detachment is governed by surface tension [31, 32]. Surfactants are chemicals that impact interfacial or surface tension due to their propensity to transport to interfaces and remain there. Surfactant additives in buffer solution attenuate the effect of electrolysis bubble in various ways. First, the surfactant additives increases gas solubility in solution so decrease the volume of generated electrolysis bubbles [32, 45, 46]. In addition, the surfactant decreases the surface tension at electrode/solution interface and thus promote faster bubbles detachment from electrode surfaces at a smaller departure diameter [47, 48] thus creating less disturbance to the electric fields [31]. In bulk solution, surfactant maintain the smaller bubbles size by preventing bubbles from coalescing into larger bubbles [49].

In order to use surfactant additives for biosensing, the surfactant micellar effects on biomolecules should be verified. In order to obtain the significant stabilizing effect via surfactant additives, enough surfactants (above the critical micelle concentration: CMC) needs to be added [31]. However, as the surfactant concentration increases, surfactant molecule might have solubilize the cell membranes by forming mixed micelles with cell membrane lipids and proteins and could eventually have led to cell lysis [50-53]. Ionic surfactants could have contributed to the ionic strength of the buffer medium and would have changed conductivity [46]. These surfactant behaviors can affect and change electrochemical responses of the system.
2.2.2 Isolation of electrodes

The isolation of electrodes is an approach physically blocking bubbles from entering the microchannel and so electrolysis bubbles do not disturb the electric field across the microchannel. The electrode compartments are separated from the microchannel via side channel array [54-57], electrically conductive acrylamide membranes [57-59], or

Fig 2.2 Schematic of μ-FFE microfluidic device integrated with acrylamide gel membranes. Acrylamide gel membranes (cross-hatched area) separated electrode reservoirs containing platinum wire electrodes from the sample channel. Ion conductive acrylamide membranes prevented electrolysis bubbles from entering the sample channel while allowed ion conduction. Reformatted and Reproduced with permission from [58], copyright 2014 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim.
semipermeable porous dialysis membrane [32]. Fig 2.2 shows a microfluidic device with integrated acrylamide membranes for micro free-flow electrophoresis (μ-FFE) to separate analytes depending on their electrophoretic mobilities.

These side channels and membranes, connecting electrode compartments to the microchannel, effectively hinder bubbles from entering the microchannel and permit electrical current to pass though. The side channels should be long and narrow enough to prevent bubbles, which increases the electrical resistance. The disadvantage of microfluidic devices integrated with side channels are poor voltage efficiencies (4 to 60 %) [57, 60]. Mechanical stability issue of acrylamide membranes were also reported [57].

Isolation of electrodes focuses on bubble disturbance in the microchannel. These approaches have widely been used in μ-FFE, separating charged analytes based on electrophoretic mobility differences [57]. In free-flow electrophoresis, disturbance of bubbles in the separation channel significantly changes separation results. These researches focused on preventing bubbles from entering the separation channel in order to obtain a stable flow stream and electric field in the separation channel.

As discussed previously, bubble motions at electrodes (evolution, growth, and detachment) generate significant noise to electrical responses even in open electrode compartments [32, 38]. Many microfluidic devices integrated with side channel arrays or acrylamide membranes have open electrode compartments for easy gas bubble ventilation or additional flow stream to remove bubbles at electrode surfaces [57]. However, the
effect of bubbles at electrodes is still significant even in open electrode compartments [48].

In order to overcome the problems of the poor voltage efficiency and bubbles at electrodes, a unique multiple-depth microfluidic device for $\mu$-FFE was presented [57, 60]. This device was designed to address pressure-driven lubrication flow where, the linear flow velocity in a planar microchannel is proportional to the channel height squared.

$$v = \frac{\Delta PH^2}{12\eta L} \quad \text{Eq. 2.3}$$

where $v$ is linear flow velocity, $\Delta P$ is pressure difference, $H$ is channel height, $\eta$ is fluid viscosity and $L$ is the channel length. Based on this equation, the multiple-depth microfluidic device for $\mu$-FFE was designed to have electrode channels (electrode compartments) four times deeper than the separation channel (the main microchannel). Thus, the flow rate in the electrode channels is 16 times higher than in the separation channel such that bubbles in the electrode channels were effectively flushed out. This device does not require the side channels or membranes, and has high voltage efficiency (91 %). However, its design and fabrication process is very complicated and the design, containing wide and shallow microchannel, limits the application into other fields. In general, isolating electrode methods have the voltage efficiency problems and limit of design. So its applications are very limited.

2.2.3 Bubble free system
The electrode isolation methods reviewed in section 2.2.2 and surfactant additives reviewed in section 2.2.1 just mitigate the effect of electrolysis bubbles and do not completely remove the interference by electrolysis bubbles. Some approaches target achieving a bubble free system. This section reviews addition of redox couples and bubble free electrode.

In presence of a redox-couple (quinhydrone, a complex of hydroquinone and \( \rho \)-benzoquinone) in aqueous buffer, the electrical current was generated via the hydroquinone oxidization and \( \rho \)-benzoquinone reduction without gas bubble formation, instead of water oxidation and reduction [61].

\[
\text{Anode: } \text{C}_6\text{H}_4\text{O}_2\text{H}_2 \rightarrow \text{C}_4\text{H}_4\text{O}_2 + 2\text{H}^+(\text{aq}) + 2\text{e}^- \quad \text{Eq. 2.4}
\]

\[
\text{Cathode: } \text{C}_6\text{H}_4\text{O}_2 + 2\text{H}_2 + 2\text{e}^- \rightarrow \text{C}_6\text{H}_4\text{O}_2\text{H}_2 + 2\text{OH}^- \quad \text{Eq. 2.5}
\]

However, current generation via the redox-couple has a maximum current limit. The generated maximum current in microfluidic FFE devices was between 30 and 40 \( \mu \)A due to the depletion of the redox-couple at electrode surfaces. In addition, pH gradients formed due to \( \text{H}^+ \) and \( \text{OH}^- \) generated by quinhydrone oxidation and reduction.

Bubble-free polymer compound electrodes, (poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT) blended with poly(styrenesulfonate) (PSS), were also presented. PEDOT:PSS electrodes react with ions from aqueous solution (\( \text{M}^+ \)) without the formation of gas bubble, as given in below reactions [44].
Anode: \( \text{PEDOT} + \text{PSS} : \text{M}^+ \rightarrow \text{P}^+ \text{PSS} + e^- + \text{M}^+ \) \hspace{1cm} \text{Eq. 2.6}

Cathode: \( \text{P}^+ \text{PSS} + e^+ + \text{M}^+ \rightarrow \text{P} + \text{PSS} : \text{M}^+ \) \hspace{1cm} \text{Eq. 2.7}

In addition, it is also shown that the pH across the electric field remained more stable than platinum electrodes. However, in order to use the electrodes in biological cell analysis, biocompatibility should be proved.

### 2.3 Adsorption of biomolecules

Fouling electrode surfaces by adsorbed biomolecules is a very common and serious problem in bio-sensing and bio-microfluidic devices. In thermodynamics, an interface between two different phases has a higher free energy. In order to lower the free energy and stabilize the system, the interface is prone to adsorb any substance from the solvent molecules. Adsorption of biomolecules takes place to lower the free energy at the interface between electrode/sample solvent. [17, 62] The adsorption is often irreversible and causes significant interference in the analysis such as slow electron transfer rate, decreased sensitivity of electrodes, and irreproducible signal responses [63-66].

To overcome the adsorption interferences, many approaches have been suggested including ultrasonication [67], laser ablation [68], and microwave activation [69]. However, these methods are very complicated and require more complex instrumentations and thus not feasible to microfluidic devices. In this section, some approaches, pulsed electrochemical detection (PED) and surfactant additives, feasible to
**Fig 2.3** Principle of PED. PED involves multistep different potential pulse waveform; $E_1$ is detection pulse for the desired detection mechanism and fouling electrode surface take places during $E_1$. Following $E_1$, positive cleaning potential $E_2$ is applied to desorb adsorbed species causing surface oxide formation. The surface oxide is removed by negative potential $E_3$ and electrode activity is restored at $E_4$.

microfluidic devices and choices of electrode materials to mitigate fouling effects are discussed.

### 2.3.1 Pulsed electrochemical detection

PED (also called pulsed amperometric detection; PAD) is a technique to remove adsorbed species off the electrode surfaces and to keep electrodes in clean state via application of a large positive cleaning potential [70]. It is widely used for carbohydrate detections with platinum and gold electrodes under amperometric conditions [46, 71, 72].
Table 2.1 Examples of surfactants mitigating adsorption interferences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Surfactant</th>
<th>Working electrode</th>
<th>Detection mode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DA in B-R buffer containing AA and UA [68]</td>
<td>SDS</td>
<td>PEDOT modified Pt electrode</td>
<td>LSV/CV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DA in PB [64]</td>
<td>SDS</td>
<td>RPG</td>
<td>CV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOPAC in PB [64]</td>
<td>DTAB/TTAB/CTAB</td>
<td>RPG</td>
<td>CV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horse heart myoglobin in PB [63]</td>
<td>Triton X-100</td>
<td>GC</td>
<td>CV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRP X-100 in PB [63]</td>
<td>Triton X-100</td>
<td>GC</td>
<td>CV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isoniazid in B-R buffer [67]</td>
<td>SDS/SOS</td>
<td>CP</td>
<td>CV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-HT in PB [65]</td>
<td>CTAC/CPC/DTAC/DPC</td>
<td>GC</td>
<td>SWV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cadmium/lead in acetate buffer/HNO₃ containing albumin/lysozyme [61]</td>
<td>SDS</td>
<td>GC</td>
<td>ASV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cadmium/lead/copper in fruit juice/wine/beer/waste water [66]</td>
<td>SDS</td>
<td>GC</td>
<td>ASV</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig 2.3 shows the principle of PED. A complete PED measurement involves the application of three different potential; a detection potential ($E_1$ and $E_4$), a more positive cleaning potential ($E_2$), and a cathodic reactivation potential ($E_3$). Following a detection process, adsorbed carbohydrates are oxidatively desorbed via application of the positive cleaning potential. However, desorption process causes the formation of surface oxides on electrode surfaces [34, 35, 73]. The formed surface oxides are quite inert. The cathodic reactivation potential is applied to remove the oxides and to restore the reactivity of the clean electrode surfaces. [71]
2.3.2 Surfactant additives to mitigate fouling

Surfactants have been proven to be effective in protecting electrodes from fouling in the voltammetric detection of bioorganic analytes, especially in detection of proteins [18, 74-85]. Surfactant additives, simply added to analyte sample solution, adsorb on electrode surfaces via electrostatic/hydrophobic interaction and forms micelle layers. The formed micelle layers modify electrode surface properties and mitigate the fouling effect and thus improve the reproducibility of electrical signals. In addition, surfactants are to alter or enhance reaction pathway and rates at electrodes [86, 87]. Representative examples of surfactant additives reducing fouling were listed in Table 2.1.

Desorption of the adsorbed molecule from electrode surfaces by surfactant additives were reported [79, 80]. In general, surfactant aggregates on electrode surfaces and inhibits the irreversible adsorption of biomolecules and impurities [82, 83]. The surfactant micelle layers intercalate biomolecules and impurities and form mixed micelles and thus the adsorption is prevented. The electron transfer rate can be enhanced if the surfactant micelles align with the intercalated molecules suitably. [81]

These effects of the micelles depend on the structures, dimensions, and polarities of the micelles on electrode surfaces and the positions of electroactive center within the micelles [82, 86, 87]. Thick micelle layers on electrode surfaces increase distance between analytes and electrode surfaces, resulting in decreased electrode sensitivity and responses. In case of ionic surfactant, electrostatic attractions force between micelles
concentrate analytes at electrodes and enhance electron transfer rate, while electrostatic repulsion forces slow down electron transfer rate. [82, 85]

As discussed in surfactant additives to control electrolysis bubbles, the biocompatibility of surfactants and the interaction of ionic surfactant with samples should be considered. These surfactants additive method are commonly used in voltammetric protein analysis. Surfactants can form mixed micelles with organic compounds in bulk solution, causing the changes of the analyte concentration. Denaturation and conformational changes of proteins by ionic surfactants were reported [81].

2.3.3 Alternative electrodes

Electrode surface fouling severely occurs on platinum and gold electrode surface. The fouling problem can be avoided by employing other materials as an electrode. For example, carbohydrate detection can be carried out without the PED process via use of copper [88, 89], cobalt [90, 91], or ruthenium [92] electrodes instead of platinum or gold.

Carbon based electrodes are widely used microfluidic devices. Compared to metal electrodes, carbon based electrodes have minimal fouling [93] as well as lower overpotential and wider electrochemical detection range for organic compound [23, 94]. Various types of carbon materials such as carbon fiber [93, 95, 96], carbon paste [27, 97], carbon ink [98, 99], and glassy carbon [100] have been used as electrodes of many microfluidic devices.
Carbohydrate detection under amperometric or voltammetric conditions involves oxidation of carbohydrates. Carbon electrodes do not allow carbohydrate oxidation at low potentials for practical use so the application of carbon electrodes in carbohydrate detection is limited. [101] However, carbons, especially carbon nanotubes, are widely integrated into chemically modified electrodes due to these properties, as discussed below.

2.4 Microelectrode performance

Microfluidic devices employ miniaturized microelectrodes. In order to obtain precise and accurate analytical result, sensitivity and reproducibility of microelectrodes are critical. However, poor microelectrode performances have been reported often. Miniaturization of electrodes inevitably decrease electrode surface area and lead to poor selectivity, sensitivity, and performance of electrodes [20, 21]. Electrical double layer impedance at electrodes is inversely proportional to electrode surface area. As the electrode surface decrease, the electrical double layer impedance increase and reduces signal current [21]. In addition, microelectrodes are more sensitive to fouling discussed in previous section, due to decreased surface area [102].

In order to solve these problems, many microfluidic devices have employed chemically modified electrodes. In this section, these chemically modified electrodes are discussed. In particular, carbon nanotube (CNT) modified electrodes are widely used due to the
unique properties of CNTs, containing high surface-to-volume ratio with good electrical conductivity. CNT modified electrodes are reviewed separately.

2.4.1 Chemically modified electrodes

Since microfluidic devices have been developed to detect many kind of analytes in various electrochemical detection modes, a variety of chemically modified electrodes have been investigated. These electrodes aims to decrease overpotential and fouling and to increase electrocatalytic activity. Well-tailored chemical modified electrodes have shown excellent electrode performances.

Permselective cation exchange polymer electrolyte Nafion membrane coated glassy carbon electrodes were investigated to reject fouling interferences by albumin in anodic stripping voltammetry of cadmium and lead [103]. Negatively charged Nafion membrane excluded anionic albumin and incorporated cationic cadmium and lead into Nafion membrane on electrode surfaces.

Palladium-coated screen-printed carbon electrodes were developed for detection of various hydrazine compounds [104]. Palladium coating facilitated the oxidation of hydrazine compounds at low operating potentials and minimized the overvoltage effect [105].

Composite electrode act as arrays of microelectrodes and show low background noise of current responses [94, 106]. Graphite-epoxy composite electrodes for detection of
Table 2.2 Examples of CNT modified electrodes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Analyte</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deposition</td>
<td>SWCNT deposited GC [87]</td>
<td>Galactose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“</td>
<td>SWCNT/MWCNT deposited GC [88]</td>
<td>NADH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“</td>
<td>MWCNT/Nafion deposited CF [89]</td>
<td>Nitric oxide radical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“</td>
<td>SWCNT/MWCNT deposited Au/Pt/GC [90]</td>
<td>DA/catechol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“</td>
<td>MWCNT/Co deposited tantalum [91]</td>
<td>Glucose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paste</td>
<td>SWCNT-mineral oil [92]</td>
<td>DA/DOPAC/catechol/guanine/NADH/H2O2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“</td>
<td>MWCNT-mineral oil [93]</td>
<td>Guanine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“</td>
<td>MWCNT-Cu-mineral oil [94]</td>
<td>Carbohydrates/amino acids</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

dopamine and catechol showed improved performance compared to glassy carbon electrodes [107].

2.4.2 CNT modified electrodes

Distinctive properties of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) such as high surface-to-volume nanoscale structure, ability to accumulate analytes, excellent conductivity, minimization of surface fouling and high chemical stability are very attractive to modify surface properties of microelectrodes in microfluidic devices [102, 108-111].

CNT modified microelectrodes have a large effective surface area with high electrical conductivity. Well aligned porous structures of CNTs hold analytes at electrodes and thus enhance electron reactions. In addition, CNT modified electrodes have minimal fouling, same as other carbon electrodes. [112-114]
Extensive research have been performed to develop CNT microelectrodes for biosensor and already reviewed by many papers [102, 110, 111]. Several methods have been suggested to modify electrode with CNTs such as deposition of CNTs onto conventional electrode surfaces [112, 113, 115-117] and CNT paste forms [114, 118, 119] same as carbon paste electrodes. Some of representative examples are summarized in Table 2.2.

2.5 Conclusions

Electrolysis bubbles, fouling electrodes, and poor microelectrode performance are very common problems in designing a new microfluidic device. As discussed, in order to solve these problems, many approaches have been suggested. However, it is not easy to solve these problems. Platinum electrodes are still widely employed into many microfluidic devices, even if electrolysis bubble disturbance takes place and surface fouling by biomolecules severely occurs. This is because of their high corrosion resistance and good electrocatalytic activity compared to other electrodes. So, many researchers continue to investigate new high performance chemically modified electrodes in order to replace platinum electrodes themselves.

Theoretically, surfactant additives can be used not only to control electrolysis bubbles but also to prevent electrodes from fouling. In order to use surfactant additives, biocompatibility and interactions of surfactants with sample solution, electrodes, and the rest of microfluidic device parts (PDMS and glass slide) should be considered. This is not
easy. In addition, surfactants do not completely remove the interference of electrolysis and fouling but just mitigate their interference.

Integration of chemically modified electrodes seems to be reasonable. Developing electrodes with minimum fouling and high electrocatalytic activity can solve fouling and poor microelectrode performance at once. CNTs are very promising for chemically modified electrodes. However, CNTs are very expensive and thus CNT modified electrodes will significantly raise the cost of microfluidic devices.

Based on current technologies, there is no right answer to design a new microfluidic device. To design a new microfluidic device is to solve a dilemma. For example, replacing platinum electrodes with carbon electrodes mitigate fouling interference and sacrifice the high corrosion resistance of platinum electrodes. It depends on researchers to decide what needs to be improved and what can be sacrificed.
Chapter 3 Improving electrokinetic microdevice stability by controlling electrolysis bubbles

3.1 Introduction

Microdevices, also known as Lab-on-a-Chip (LOC) and μTAS, are microfluidic platforms that integrate reactions, separations, mixing, detections and other laboratory functions into a single polymer or glass chip. Many utilize electric fields to move and analyze samples. Advantages include high resolution, low-cost, rapid analysis, low sample consumption in a range of nL to μL, versatility in design and portability [9, 120, 121], and applications in biological assays, medical-diagnostics, and chemical detection.

Platinum has traditionally been regarded as an inert metal suitable for use as electrodes in electrokinetic LOC microdevices for particle and cell separations and interrogations [30]. However, electrolysis gas bubbles limit the voltage-operating window for many devices. Water electrolysis in contact with platinum electrodes generates gas bubbles above ~3 V DC [15] and less than ~1 kHz AC at 3 Vpp [16, 122]. For platinum electrode catalyzed oxidation and reductions reactions, oxygen and hydrogen bubbles are generated, as follows [123]:

Anode (Oxidation): \[2H_2O \rightarrow O_2 \text{(g)} + 4H^+ + 4e^-\] Eq. 3.1

---

1 The material contained in this chapter was previously published in: ELECTROPHORESIS, 2014, 35 (12-13): p. 1782-1789.
These electrolysis gas bubbles can interfere with microdevice operation. First, any electrode surface area covered by bubbles is completely inactive [37, 38] and second, electrolyte solution resistance is increased in the presence of gas bubbles [37, 38, 124]. The growth and detachment of bubbles from electrode surfaces create microconvective flows, thus affecting heat and mass transfer rates [37, 39, 125]. After electrode detachment, bubbles can enter microfluidic channels, either completely blocking channel flow or disturbing the shape of electric field lines. In addition, the evolution and detachment of electrolysis bubbles is not consistent in different systems even at similar operating conditions [41]. In aggregate, these effects from electrolysis bubbles result in noise and irreproducible responses in many electrokinetic microfluidic systems.

Attempts to solve the electrolysis bubble problem have included numerous approaches: 1) electrode isolation from microchannels [54, 56, 59, 126-129]; 2) multiple depth channel designs [60, 130]; 3) bubble-free operation via redox couple compounds [44, 61]; and 4) modified buffer solutions [31].

In early microdevices, side channel arrays, connecting electrode compartments to the main microchannel, were employed to isolate electrodes. Side channel arrays physically hinder bubbles from entering the main microchannel, reducing disturbances in the main microchannel electric field [54, 56, 126, 127]. However, the major drawback was that long and narrow side channels were required to effectively block bubble flow, which increased electrical solution resistances resulting in poor voltage efficiencies between 4%
and 60% [60, 127]. Photopolymerized acrylamide gel membranes were used to isolate electrode compartments and behaving like an ion bridge allowing the electrical current to pass through [59, 127-129]. Acrylamide’s low electrical resistance improved the voltage efficiency over side channel arrays [127], but low mechanical membrane stability was reported [59, 127, 128].

Multiple depth designs have also controled electrolysis bubbles [60, 130]. Since linear flow velocity is proportional to planar microchannel heights squared, a microdevice was designed with electrode channels four times deeper than the main channel. The 16 times faster electrode channel flow effectively flushed out electrolytic bubbles without disturbing the electric field and achieving 91% voltage efficiency [60]. Shallow side banks can also isolate electrodes [130]. Multiple depth designs all require greater device footprints and flows, which are not compatible with ultrasmall sample analysis requirements.

Approaches to achieve bubble-free systems [44, 61] have included addition of redox couples, such as hydroquinone and $p$-benzoquinone, to aqueous buffers via oxidation and reduction reactions to generate electrical currents without electrolysis bubble formation [61]. Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)(PEDOT) blended with poly(styrenesulfonate) electrodes have also created currents via PEDOT oxidation/reduction without generating electrolysis bubbles [44]. Bubble free system compatibility with biological cells and chemical analytes remains to be tested.
Another unique approach included surfactant additives in buffer solutions to reduce bubble surface tension [31]. Gravity, buoyancy, and hydrodynamic drag forces help detach electrolysis bubbles from electrode surfaces. In opposition, surface tension acts to hold bubbles on electrode surfaces. [37, 39, 40, 124] Surfactants decrease the surface tension in solution to promote faster bubble detachment at smaller departure diameter [48]. In addition, surfactants maintain smaller bubble sizes within microchannels by reducing bubble coalescence into larger bubbles [49]. Our work expands upon this effort by systematically exploring electrolysis bubble behaviors both at platinum electrode surfaces as well as in microchannels to determine if the explanatory surfactant theory in [31] facilitates smaller bubble formation causing fewer electric field disturbances during microdevice operation.

Physical isolation of electrode compartments via side channel arrays or acrylamide membranes showed poor voltage efficiency or mechanical stability problems, respectively. In addition, microdevice fabrication for these approaches is more complex. Instead, we introduced a microdevice with integrated semipermeable porous SnakeSkin® dialysis membrane sandwiched between PDMS layers sealed via plasma oxidation. We hypothesized that the SnakeSkin® membrane would physically block bubbles yet pores could allow electron transport with less electrical resistance than side channel arrays or acrylamide membranes. This would prevent disturbance to the electric field from electrolysis bubbles in the microchannel leading to stabilization of the microfluidic device system.
Thus, surfactant additives, SDS and Triton X-100, and integrating the semipermeable SnakeSkin® membrane were separately investigated to assess impact on electrolysis bubbles and current stability through the microdevice systems shown in Fig-1. Surfactant and SnakeSkin® membrane system stabilization efficacies were assessed via current measurements and video microscopy visualizations of electrolysis bubbles at electrode surfaces and in single microchannels.

3.2 Materials and Methods

3.2.1 Materials

Phosphate buffer stock solution (1.36 mM KH$_2$PO$_4$, 8.59mM Na$_2$HPO$_4$) was mixed with e-pure water (Resistivity: 18.2 MΩ) then 0.5M HCl was titrated to prepare 1000 μS/cm (0.405 mM KH$_2$PO$_4$, 2.56 mM Na$_2$HPO$_4$, 0.0114 mM HCl, pH 8) phosphate buffer solution (PBS).

Ionic surfactant sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS, ≥ 99.0%, Sigma-Aldrich, CMC = 8 mM [131]) changes the solution conductivity, so a 1000 μS/cm PBS and SDS (0.17 mM KH$_2$PO$_4$, 1.07 mM Na$_2$HPO$_4$, 0.05 mM HCl, pH 8) solution was prepared with phosphate buffer stock solution, 9 mM SDS, and e-pure water titrated with HCl to pH 8.

Nonionic surfactant Triton X-100 (T8532, Sigma-Aldrich) has a CMC of 240 μM and does not effect conductivity [31]. For PBS and Triton X-100 solutions, 320 μM Trion X-100 was added to 1000 μS/cm PBS.
Fig 3.1 Microdevice configurations and postulated electrolysis bubble behaviors. (a) Top view showing 5 mm diameter reservoirs. Platinum electrode diameters were 0.1 mm. (b) Side view with dimensions. In the pure PBS, electrolysis bubbles remain attached to electrode surfaces and coalesce into larger bubbles before detaching. (c) Adsorbed surfactant at electrode surfaces reduces the surface tension at electrode/bubble/buffer solution interfaces, promoting faster bubble detachment with smaller departure diameters. Note (b) and (c) microdevice configurations were identical. (d) Integrated SnakeSkin® membranes in 3 mm diameter reservoirs block bubbles from entering SnakeSkin® dialysis membranes (10,000 molecular weight cut off, MWCO, Thermo Scientific) and platinum wire electrodes (0.10 mm diameter, 99.99 %, Sigma-Aldrich) were used without any pretreatment.

3.2.2 Microdevice fabrication
Microdevice configurations are shown in Fig 3.1. Microchannel has dimensions of 180 μm by 70 μm by 10 mm long and was molded via traditional PDMS casting methods from a silicone wafer master [26, 132, 133]. PDMS prepolymer and curing agents at 10:1 ratio were cured at 60 °C for three hours. PDMS microchannel molds were peeled from the wafer, then reservoirs created with a 3 or 5 mm biopsy punch. PDMS and glass microscopy slides were pretreated via plasma oxidation (Harrick Plasma cleaner, Ithaca, NY, U.S.A.) at medium RF for 30 seconds then pressed together and kept in 60 °C oven for three hours to ensure sealing. For the microdevice with integrated SnakeSkin® membranes, after sealing the lower PDMS layer on the microscope slide, SnakeSkin® membranes were aligned over both reservoirs then the upper PDMS layer was sealed over the lower PDMS layer via plasma oxidation. Note that microdevice configurations were similar as shown in Fig-1(a), (b), (c), and (d), except the integrated SnakeSkin® microdevices had 3 mm reservoirs to increase contact area and binding between PDMS layers.

Platinum wire electrodes for anode and cathode were attached on the PDMS surface by general-purpose epoxy (Henkel Corporation, Rocky Hill, CT). Port connectors (LabSmith, Livermore, CA, U.S.A.) were epoxied over anode reservoirs for sample injection.

3.2.3 Current response measurements
Solutions were introduced into the microdevice via a BD Safety-Lok™ 3 ml syringe (BD, Franklin Lakes, NJ, U.S.A.), then 100V DC was applied between anode and cathode positioned across the microchannels for one 10-minute cycle. Current responses were measured with a HVS 448 high voltage sequencer (LabSmith) and saved at 39 points per second. The sequencer was turned off at 10 min and the microchannel flushed with e-pure water. Fresh solution was introduced into the microchannel for the next cycle. For each solution, the experiment was repeated for 23 cycles.

3.2.4 Video Microscopy

Oxygen bubbles at the anode surfaces and in the microchannels were visualized in 100 V for 10 minutes using aDP72 digital camera (OLYMPUS, Center Valley, PA, U.S.A.) attached to an IX-51 inverted microscope (OLYMPUS) equipped with the LUCPlanFLN 20x objective. To image bubbles at the platinum electrode surfaces, the electrodes were bent in L shapes and positioned at reservoir bottoms. This configuration differs from the current response measurement, but it was necessary to visualize bubbles. Electrode surface bubbles in the integrated SnakeSkin® microdevice could not be visualized due to optical interference of the SnakeSkin®. Software cellSens (OLYMPUS) was used for video image recording and analysis.

For each system, electrode surfaces and microchannels were each monitored for five 10-minute cycles. For large bubbles in pure PBS, the whole electrode surface area of \(405 \times 314 \, \mu\text{m}^2\) was monitored and bubble volume was calculated assuming bubbles were
truncated spheres. Small bubble detachment from electrodes was challenging to quantify due to microconvective flows. Thus, small bubbles were observed from smaller electrode surface areas of $153 \times 314 \, \mu\text{m}^2$.

### 3.3 Results and Discussion

#### 3.3.1 Current responses

Fig 3.2 (a) and 50-sec inset show current responses of 1000 $\mu$S/cm PBS at 100V DC applied over 23 10-min cycles. Current responses fluctuated erratically and were not reproducible. From 0 to 9000 seconds, current responses decreased in each 600-second cycle. The inset illustrates current responses were not stable even for 50 seconds. These fluctuations are ascribed to electrolysis bubbles, which block electrode surfaces, increase electrolyte solution resistance, and induce secondary hydrodynamic flow patterns in microchannels and chambers [37, 39, 125]. The large current drops shown in some measurements, such as 3000 - 3600 and 4200 - 4800 seconds, are attributed to larger bubbles covering substantial electrode surface area [134], as discussed later. Fig 3.2 (a) illustrates currents varied wildly within and from cycle to cycle; these overall irreproducible responses can be explained by non-uniform bubble generation and behavior even in the same operating conditions [41].

Attempts to stabilized current responses via SDS and Triton X-100 surfactants at their CMC of 8 mM and 240 $\mu$M are shown in Fig 3.2 (b) and (c), respectively. Insets illustrate that the relatively small amplitude fluctuations $\ll 1$ $\mu$A are 6 to 8 times smaller than PBS
current fluctuations in Fig-1 (a). We refer to this as current stabilization. The absence of large huge current drops in SDS and Triton X-100 suggest that larger bubbles were not generated and thus did not disturb the electric field, as cartooned in Fig 3.1 (a), (b), and (c).

However, current responses in SDS slightly increased at the end of each measurement cycle as shown in Fig 3.2 (b). This time dependent behavior may be due to SDS promoting faster bubble detachment. Detached bubbles have been shown to enhance heat transfer and mass transfer of reactants to and products from electrodes by inducing local heat transfer.
turbulent flows at the electrode boundary [125]. It is presumed that faster bubble detachment promoted by SDS enhanced mass transfer in the electrode boundary layer, thus increasing current responses [39].

Current responses in the presence of Triton X-100 are shown in Fig 3.1 (c). Unlike SDS, current responses slightly decreased in each measurement cycle and the cycles trended downward over time. The first 4 cycles deviated from this overall trend, including a steep decrease and small increase from 0 to 180 seconds and increases from 11400 to 13200 seconds. These may be due to mass transport differences of the Triton X-100 to the electrode surface. If Triton X-100 molecules were not uniformly available at the electrode surface, this could account for non-uniform bubble generation and current declines similar to that seen in pure PBS. The first four cycles in SDS also did not follow later equilibrium trends, thus supporting the mass transfer limitation theory. In Triton X-100, representative fluctuations for 50 seconds in the inset remained relatively constant with amplitudes approximately twice those observed in SDS.

In bulk solution, surfactants decrease bubble sizes by reducing surface tension between the gas and the liquid. Thus in our microscale system, the mechanism of SDS and Triton X-100 stabilization of current responses is attributed to lower gas/liquid surface tension that reduces the occurrence of large, field disruptive bubbles. However, the stabilized current response trends are different and can be explained by individual surfactant properties. Since ionic surfactant SDS contributes to the conductivity, the final 1000 μS/cm solution contained 9 mM SDS and lower phosphate concentrations (0.17 mM
KH₂PO₄, 1.07 mM Na₂HPO₄) than 0.405 mM KH₂PO₄ and 2.56 mM Na₂HPO₄ in the 1000 μS/cm solution nonionic Triton X-100 solution. In addition, ionic SDS interacts with aqueous buffer solutions by forming micelles and exchanging Na⁺ counter ions with free solution ions [135]. Moreover, the efficiency of lowering surface tension of surfactant depends on the structure and length of the hydrophobic group, the size of the hydrophilic group, and the counter ion of the ionic surfactant [136-138]. These differences could have resulted in different current response trends.

The current responses stabilized by the integrated SnakeSkin® membrane are shown in Fig 3.2 (d). Although current decreases were observed, large current drops as illustrated in Fig 3.2 (a) did not occur. This implies that large bubble formation and movement in the microdevice was prevented by the SnakeSkin®. The SnakeSkin® electrode chamber size was smaller (3 mm instead of 5 mm) due to the increased depth to accommodate the membrane. However, the electrode surface area exposed to the solution remained constant. This greater volume may have decreased solution resistance and current stabilization may be due to the SnakeSkin® barrier preventing bubbles from entering the microchannel.

3.3.2 Bubble behaviors at electrode surfaces

To analyze electrolysis bubble behaviors in PBS, SDS, and Triton X-100, oxygen bubbles at the anode surfaces and traveling from the anode to the cathode in the microchannels were visualized under the same conditions as current response
Fig 3.3 Video microscopy images for large bubble evolution from electrode surfaces in the pure PBS system. From 35 seconds (a) to 125 seconds (b), two large electrolysis bubbles grew at the electrode surface. (c) At 126 seconds, the two bubbles coalesced into a larger bubble that vibrated from coalescence momentum. (d) The new bubble continued to grow while remaining attached to the electrode.

measurements. Two distinctively different bubble sizes, large and small, were observed at the electrode surface in pure PBS. The formation and evolution of large and small bubbles at the electrode surface are shown for PBS in Fig 3.3 and PBS, SDS and Triton X-100 in Fig 3.4, respectively.

Once electrolysis bubbles are generated, they remain attached on the electrode and grow. Bubbles coalesce into larger bubbles and vibrate on the electrode surface. Further, bubbles leave electrodes with certain departure diameters when the detaching force, the
Fig 3.4 Video microscopy images of small bubble detachment from electrode surfaces in pure PBS, SDS, and Triton X-100. (a) Small electrolysis bubbles at the electrode surface marked by arrow. With time, bubbles detach in (b) and migrate away in (c). Relative bubble size comparison in the same focal plane for (d) pure PBS, (e) SDS, and (f) Triton X-100. *Image contrast was adjusted via ImageJ to improve bubble resolvability.

gravity, buoyancy and hydrodynamic drag, are larger than the holding force, the surface tension [40].

As large bubbles grew at the electrode in Fig 3.3 (a) and (b), they shielded more electrode surface area likely correlating to increasing current drops as were illustrated in Fig 3.1 (a). Coalescence of two neighboring bubbles in Fig 3.3 (c) would decrease the electrode surface screened and result in a sudden increase in current [134], but not back to the bubble free value. After coalescence, the bubble kept growing, again decreasing the current. Fig 3.4 shows a subset of the electrode and many more bubbles were observed in the macroscale view, Fig 3.3. All bubbles on the electrode surface would influence
current responses in Fig-1. As microbubbles merge into large bubbles, the resulting vibrations could cause the minor fluctuations in Fig 3.1 current response.

Bubble size and number at the electrode surfaces in pure PBS solutions were tabulated from five 10-min experiments. On average, two or three large bubbles and one or two small bubbles were observed in each experiment. Fig 3.5 (a) shows the total large bubble volume, calculated from truncated spheres, for each of the 5 experiments. Large bubbles remained attached and grew in three experiments, while large bubble detachment was observed twice.

Small bubble detachments were also observed in pure PBS solutions as shown in Fig 3.4 (a), (b), and (c). Detachment of small bubbles can be attributed to enhanced natural convection from temperature gradients induced by Joule heating and bubble movement [37, 139]. Significant electrolyte motion, buoyancy, and increase hydrodynamic drag force lift bubbles off the electrode surface [39].

In SDS and Triton X-100 surfactant solutions, only small bubbles were observed. Bubble counts over 600 seconds in pure PBS, SDS, and Triton X-100 solutions were plotted in Fig 3.5 (b). Average bubble diameter and total bubble volume were tabulated in Fig 3.5 (c) and Fig 3.5 (d) for each solution condition. Small bubble sizes were compared for pure PBS, SDS, and Triton X-100 in Fig 3.4 (d), (e), and (f). Under bright field magnification, bubbles look different depending upon the focal depth due to optical aberrations. Thus, we compared bubbles at the same focal depth as shown in Fig 3.4 (d), (e), and (f) to tabulate outer diameters of the donut-projection of bubbles as reported in
Fig 3.5 Bubble characteristics at electrode surfaces for pure PBS, SDS, and Triton X-100. (a) Total large bubble volumes generated in pure PBS for five 10 minute cycles observed from $405 \times 314 \mu m^2$ electrode surface area. (b) Total number of bubbles detached from electrode surfaces for five 10 minute cycles from $153 \times 314 \mu m^2$ electrode surface area, (c) Average bubble diameter, and (d) Total volume of bubbles detached from electrode surfaces were calculated from bubble diameters in (c) for each system. Error bars represent standard deviations ($N>=5$).

Fig 3.5 (c) for $n>5$ bubbles. SDS produced far more bubbles from the electrode surface than either pure PBS or Triton X-100. However, once bubble size is factored in, total gas volumes within solutions are greatest with PBS and least with SDS. Small bubbles in SDS and Triton X100 were statistically smaller than the small bubbles in pure PBS. This supports the assertion that SDS and Triton X-100 prevented bubble growth at the electrode surface and promoted faster bubble detachment by lowering surface tension. Since no large bubbles were generated in the presence of both SDS and Triton X-100, that suggests both surfactants significantly decreased electrolysis gases suspending in
solution and thus stabilized current measurements. It has been reported that, for
elementary and inert gases such as the hydrogen and oxygen in electrolysis bubbles,
surface tension decreases and gas solubility increases via the following equation [45].

\[
\ln \gamma = \frac{-4\pi r^2 \sigma + E}{kT}
\]
Eq. 3.3

Where \( \gamma \) is the Ostwald coefficient of gas solubility, \( r \) is gas molecule radius, \( \sigma \) is surface
tension, \( E \) is interaction energy between gas molecules and the solvent, \( k \) is the
Boltzmann’s constant, and \( T \) is temperature. The left term is the natural log of gas
solubility, so small decreases in surface tension cause large increases in gas solubility.
Thus, in the presence of surfactants, fewer and smaller bubbles form and promote faster
bubble detachment, which prevents electrode surface shielding and can account for the
stabilized current responses observed in Fig 3.2.

3.3.3 Bubbles in microchannels

Similar bubble analyses were conducted within the 180 \( \mu \)m by 70 \( \mu \)m microchannels for
all solution conditions. Large bubbles from the electrode in the pure PBS system did not
appear in the microchannel likely due to buoyancy effects. Figure 3.6 (a) illustrates a
representative small bubble streak in the electroosmotically flowing channel. Fig 3.6 (b)
shows microchannel bubbles counted in the pure PBS, SDS, and Triton X-100 systems
over five 10-minute experiments. Total bubble volumes in the microchannel in Fig 3.6 (c)
Fig 3.6 Bubbles observed in the microchannels; (a) Representative image showing two bubbles in the microchannel in SDS (t = 127.54 seconds). (b) Number of bubbles observed in the microchannels for five 10-minute experiments, and (c) Total volume of bubbles observed, calculated from bubble diameters in Fig-5 (c). Error bars represent standard deviations (N>=5). *Image was adjusted via ImageJ to improve contrast.

were calculated assuming Fig 3.5 (c) bubble diameters for each solution system, respectively.

The SDS microchannel contained more bubbles than Triton X-100 and considerably more bubbles than pure PBS or the SnakeSkin® microdevice configuration. However, current responses were more stabilize for SDS and Triton X-100, which suggests that microchannel bubbles do not substantially account for electric field disturbances, likely due to the disparate bubble sizes. The large bubbles, such as those demonstrated in Fig 3.3, likely caused the substantial effects on the current responses across the microdevice.
Compared to the microchannel dimensions, small bubbles in the surfactant solutions were two orders of magnitude smaller. Despite greater numbers of small bubbles in the surfactant solutions, large bubble effects at the electrode surface dominate current stability.

As expected, SnakeSkin® blocked bubbles from entering the microchannels so fewer bubbles were observed than in the pure PBS system. Data shown in Fig 3.2 (d) illustrated that SnakeSkin® successfully stabilized currents, but based on the SDS and Triton X-100 microchannel bubble data, microchannel bubbles do not cause substantial disturbances in the electric field. Disturbances to the electric field by small bubbles are not as significant as the effect of large bubbles, so it is difficult to conclude that the current stabilization is only due to the reduction in microchannel bubbles. The integrated SnakeSkin® membrane microdevice reservoir diameter was 3 mm (reservoir volume of 35.33 mm$^3$) which is 36% smaller than the 5 mm (98.13 mm$^3$) microdevices. As previously discussed, enhanced natural convection from Joule heating can facilitate premature bubble detachment; The smaller SnakeSkin® reservoir, with steeper temperature gradients could have experienced more vigorously natural convection promoting bubble detachment from electrodes. This is consistent with the current response results in Fig 3.2 (d), which did not show current drops like pure PBS in Fig 3.2 (a). Thus, for the SnakeSkin® microdevice, enhancing natural convection in the smaller reservoir could be the more substantial reason for the current stabilization than blocking bubbles from entering the microchannel.
3.4 Concluding Remarks

SDS and Triton X-100 surfactants and the integrated SnakeSkin® membrane all stabilized the microdevice system by controlling electrolysis bubbles via different mechanisms. The surfactants promoted more, yet smaller bubbles and faster detachment from electrode surfaces. SnakeSkin® excluded bubbles from entering the microchannel, and more importantly increased convective fluid movement enhancing bubble detachment from electrodes.

Decreasing bubble sizes via surfactants has been widely used in macroscale systems; this work shows the physical mechanisms is directly applicable to stabilizing electric fields in microfluidic microdevices. Published research has not previously linked bubble size with electrokinetic microdevice current stability. Surfactants increase gas solubility and thus significantly decrease gas bubble volume, which is directly linked to electric field stabilities within these microfluidic devices.

Research to date has primarily focused on controlling electrolysis bubbles in the main microchannel components of LOC systems, although our data illustrates that behaviors at the electrode surface have substantially greater impacts on current stability. Thus, previously reported research to block bubbles from entering microchannels may be less effective than electrode functionalization approaches. Macroscale systems have reported on gas bubble evolution from electrodes due to bubble motion and natural convection.
phenomena. These effects should be more carefully considered in future electrokinetic microdevice development.

Due to the corrosion resistance of platinum, these electrodes will continue to be used in electrokinetic microdevices. Thus, the generation of electrolysis bubbles in DC fields above 3 V and AC fields below ~1 kHz are inevitable. The use of surfactants like SDS and Triton X-100 can serve to stabilize electric fields in electrokinetic microdevices.
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Chapter 4 Platinum electrode modification by carbonizing surface to improve performance and sensitivity

4.1 Introduction

Microfluidic devices are miniaturized systems integrating several conventional laboratory functions - such as sample preparation, separation, and detection - onto a single polymer or glass chip. Because of their numerous advantages including high-resolution, low cost, versatility in design, portability, and rapid analysis with small sample consumption, they are considered to be a key, game-changing platform for many applications such as point-of-care diagnostics, single cell or molecule analysis and manipulation, biosensors, pharmaceutical tests, and many other analysis applications [9, 12, 140, 141].

Many microfluidic devices employ electrochemical detection methods using microelectrodes, with the desire to achieve high sensitivity detection of low concentration analytes. However, miniaturizing electrodes inevitably reduces electrode sensitivity and decreases the signal to noise (S/N) ratio [20]. Electrical double layer impedance is inversely proportion to electrode surface area. As the electrode surface area decreases, the double layer impedance increases and so the signal current and electrode sensitivity decreases [21]. The decreased electrode sensitivity limits applications of microfluidic devices, especially those requiring larger current signals. Thus, there is a demand for

---

2 The material contained in this chapter has been submitted to: ELECTROPHORESIS.
Microelectrode surface modifications to increase surface area, increase sensitivity, and improve performance.

Microfluidic devices developed for biological applications such as biosensors and point-of-care medical diagnostics can experience fouling of electrode surfaces via adsorbed biomolecules. The interface between the electrode surface and biomolecule solution has a higher free energy than the bulk solution. Biomolecules from solution readily adsorb on the electrode surface to lower the free energy at the interface and stabilize the system [33]. Those adsorbed biomolecules foul electrode surface by covering active surface sites to cause significant interferences to electrical responses and decrease the electrode sensitivity and reproducibility [17-19, 142]. Due to relative length scales of electrode surface area to biomolecule size, adsorption interferences are more substantial on microelectrodes.

Electrode materials including metals such as platinum, gold, copper, palladium and carbon based materials such as carbon ink, carbon paste, carbon fiber, and glassy carbon are utilized for a variety of microfluidic device applications [23, 27]. Platinum and gold are chemically inert, biocompatible, and demonstrate favorable electrocatalytic activity and thus are widely used for biological applications. However, platinum and gold are expensive and readily foul with biomolecules from liquid solutions [101]. Comparatively, carbon based electrodes exhibit minimal fouling [93], lower overpotentials, and larger electrochemical potential ranges [23, 27, 94].
Chemically modified electrodes have been investigated to improve electrode performance within microfluidic devices. The electrode surfaces have been tailored to minimize overpotential and fouling, and to increase surface area and electrocatalytic activity. For example, graphite-epoxy composite electrodes for dopamine and catechol detection [107] and palladium-coated screen-printed carbon electrodes for hydrazine separation and detection [104] were investigated. In particular, carbon nanotubes have proven ideal for electrode modification due to their high surface-to-volume nanoscale structure, excellent electrocatalytic activity, high chemical stability, and minimal fouling [102, 117]. Carbon nanotube/copper composite electrodes have been embedded into microfluidic devices for carbohydrate detection [114] and gold deposited carbon nanotube array electrodes were embedded for impedance measurement of prostate cancer cells [143]. Both showed enhanced sensitivity and performance. Carbon nanotube films cast on platinum, gold, and glassy carbon electrodes [117] improved electrode performance and resolution as electrochemical detectors.

Carbon based materials have been investigated as electrode materials in microfluidic devices and other fields due to their high electrocatalytic activity, good corrosion resistance, controllable pore structure, process-ability, and low cost [144-146]. Their applications extend from microfluidic devices to biosensors [116, 118, 119, 147], supercapacitors [144, 145, 148, 149], and batteries [150, 151]. The key goal is to maximize the effective electrode/electrolyte interface area by exploiting carbon structures. It is a consensus in the field that increasing surface area concurrent with well-
optimized three-dimensional (3D) porous structures (size, structure, and distribution of pores) is very critical for the electrode performance [144, 148, 151, 152]. These results are applicable to microfluidic systems to improve the microelectrode performance.

In the present work, we report improvement of platinum electrode performance and sensitivity after what originally presented as red blood cell fouling of the electrode, but progressed into carbonization of the electrode surface. The larger goal of this work was to measure DC electrical resistances of red blood cell (RBC) suspensions in a microchannel for hematocrit determination. As a consequence of this exploration, this paper details irreversible RBC adsorption onto the electrode surfaces, which positively affects the reproducibility of current signals across the microchannel. Initial current responses were irreproducible displaying different current measurements between runs and erratic changes in current within a single run. It was observed that when current responses were repeatedly measured, the platinum electrode performance improved with time. Systematic experimentation revealed that RBCs adsorb and carbonize the electrode surfaces, thus increasing surface area with a porous 3 dimensional structure that improves performance and stabilizes currents. Platinum electrode surfaces before and after performance improvement were analyzed by field emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM) and energy dispersive spectrometry (EDS).

In addition, platinum electrodes with graphene and active carbon coatings are also presented. Modifying platinum electrode surface using human RBCs was tedious process and coated RBC layers showed mechanical stability problem, as it will be discussed later.
In order to simplify the process and to improve the mechanical stability, platinum electrode surfaces were coated using graphene and active carbons via electrophoretic deposition process (EPD) [148]. These electrode performance for RBC solution current measurements were also tested and surface was characterized by FE-SEM and EDS analysis.

**4.2 Materials and methods**

**4.2.1 Microfluidic device**

Fig 4.1 presents a schematic of the microfluidic device used for the current response measurements of RBC solutions. Dimensions of the microchannel were 180 µm by 70 µm by 10 mm long. Brand new platinum wires (0.10 mm diameter, 99.99 %, Sigma-Aldrich) were used as anode and cathode electrodes without any pretreatment. Platinum wires were cut via scalpel and bent by tweezers to immerse 2 mm into each reservoir. General-purpose epoxy (Henkel Corporation, Rocky Hill, CT, U.S.A.) was used to attach platinum wire electrodes on the PDMS surface. Photolithographic fabrication of the PDMS microfluidic layer was the same as previously described [32].

**4.2.2 Sample preparation**

Blood samples taken from voluntary donors via venipuncture were kept in vacutainers (Becton, Dickinson and Company, Franklin Lakes, NJ, U.S.A.) containing 1.8 mg K₂ EDTA (di-potassium ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid) per ml of blood at 4 °C. RBCs
were isolated from plasma and other blood component by centrifugation at 1400 rpm (rcf=110g) for 5 minutes via an accuSpin 400 centrifuge (Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA, U.S.A.). The isolated RBCs were rinsed twice with 0.9 wt% NaCl solution twice by spinning at 1400 rpm for 5 minutes in the accuSpin. Then the RBCs were mixed with 1000 μS/cm isotonic phosphate buffered saline (PBS, 2.57 mM KH₂PO₄, 2.57 mM K₂HPO₄, 2.57 mM NaCl, 274.3 mM dextrose) to make a 60 vol% RBC suspension.

Lastly, 320 μM Triton X-100 (T8532, Sigma-Aldrich, Saint Louis, MO, U.S.A.) was added to the 60 vol% RBC suspension and the 1000 μS/cm PBS solution. Triton X-100 attenuates electrolysis bubble effects by facilitating formation of smaller bubbles, which cause less electrochemical interference than larger bubbles; thus the electrically coupled microfluidic system and current responses are stabilized [32, 153]. It was shown that 320 μM Triton X-100 does not compromise RBC membrane integrity. [36]
Graphene nanoplates (XGnP® Graphene Dispersions – Aqueous, XG science, Inc., Lansing, MI, U.S.A.) and active carbons (KETJENBLACK EC – 600JD, Akzo Nobel Polymer Chemicals LLC, Chicago, IL, U.S.A.) were suspended into e-pure water at 10 vol% and 1 wt%, respectively. The suspension was sonicated for 1 hour before use.

EPD was carried out in a microfluidic device with new platinum electrodes. The suspension was introduced into the microchannel and then 40 V DC applied. Carbon particles (graphene and active carbons) from suspension move toward the opposite charged electrode and coat the electrode surfaces under electric field. The graphene particles with the negative zeta potential [154] coated the anode surface, while the active carbons with positive zeta potential (32.8 ± 1.83 mV, N = 3, measured by a Zetasizer Nano ZS, Malvern Instruments, Malvern, Worcestershire, United Kingdom) were deposited onto the cathode surface. After the EPD process, the graphene coated electrodes and active carbon coated electrodes were dried at 350 °C for 20 minutes and at 80 °C for 8 days in an oven, respectively. Then, the graphene and the carbon deposited electrodes were employed as the anode of a new microfluidic device for RBC current measurement.

4.2.3 Current measurements

Separate current responses of the 1000 μS/cm isotonic PBS and 60 vol% RBC suspension were measured in an alternate fashion. Both the anode and cathode platinum electrodes were connected to an HVS 448 high voltage sequencer (LabSmith, Livermore, CA,
U.S.A.). The PBS or RBC suspensions were injected via BD Safety-Lok™ 3 mL syringes (Becton, Dickinson and Company) through a bonded anode well port connector (LabSmith) and pushed through the microchannel to the cathode well. The 100 V DC was applied for 60 seconds while the current responses were saved to file at a sampling frequency of 39.06 Hz using Sequence software (LabSmith). After each measurement, the entire microfluidic device and microchannel were flushed using e-pure water (Millipore Simplicity 185, Millipore Corporation, Billerica, MA, U.S.A., Resistivity: 18.2 MΩ).

4.2.4 Sample characterization

Platinum electrodes before and after current measurements were imaged using a Hitachi S-4700 FE-SEM operated with a 5.0 keV electron beam. Platinum wire electrodes were cut off the microfluidic device using a scalpel and placed on the stubs using tweezers. The composition of electrode surfaces was determined by EDS with a 15.0 keV electron beam. Platinum electrodes were not coated for the analysis.

4.3 Results and discussion

4.3.1 Current responses

Fig 4.2 (a) shows the current responses sampled at 39.06 Hz of 1000 μS/cm PBS (blue traces) and 60 vol% RBC suspensions in PBS (red traces) at 100 V. Each bar represents one measurement for one minute. Note that time-axis of the plot is discontinuous to
Fig 4.2 (a) Current responses of 1000 μS/cm PBS (blue traces) and 60 vol% RBC suspension (red traces) at 100 V DC versus time. Each bar represents one 60 seconds measurement, begun with new solution. Note that the time axis was broken to enlarge initial and final current responses. (b) Average current responses in the boxes labeled as before and after in (a). Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.

emphasize the initial and final responses. The average current responses of the first and last 8 measurements of each solution, highlighted by green boxes in Fig 4.2 (a), are compared in Fig 4.2 (b).

The current responses of the RBC solution gradually increased with each cycle while the baseline PBS remained fairly constant. Some PBS fluctuations such as from 1440 to 1500 seconds and from 1560 to 1620 seconds were likely the result of residual blood cells due to variations in manual flushing of the device with e-pure water. In addition, fewer large fluctuations occurred as the trials progressed indicating that the platinum electrodes
incrementally became stabilized. These observations were repeated with >10 electrode pairs, although averages reported are for a representative experiment cycle.

The fluctuations of current responses of both the PBS and RBC solutions were attributed to isolated and thus unstable RBC adsorption. It was previously documented that unwanted molecule adsorption fouls biosensor electrode surfaces and results in irreproducible electrochemical responses [17-19, 142]. During the current measurements, it was observed that black layers formed on the platinum surface. We thus hypothesized that during the measurements, RBC adsorption on platinum electrode surfaces was irregular, yet incrementally accumulated. After 10 cycles of RBC current measurements and 10 cycles of PBS, the platinum wire electrodes lost their luster; after 20 cycles of RBC current measurements and 20 cycles of PBS, the anode appeared black in color. RBC current responses, such as from 900 to 960 seconds and from 1740 to 1800 seconds, drastically decreased during the measurement. This phenomenon was attributed to either aggregated clusters of carbonized RBC fragmenting off the electrode, which was experimentally observed, or to collapse and consolidation of the carbonized RBCs onto the electrodes.

Table 4.1 S/Ns of current responses before and after in Fig 4.2 (a).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Before</th>
<th>After</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PBS</td>
<td>55.5</td>
<td>65.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60 vol% RBC</td>
<td>51.8</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In Fig 4.2 (b), the current responses of the 60% RBC suspension before and after were 25.3 ± 2.13 μA and 60.2 ± 0.67 μA, respectively. This indicated that, as current signal responses were measured, the platinum electrode electrocatalytic activity (term used here to reflect the relative amount of active surface sites participating in the electron transfer reaction) for the RBC current measurements was increased by 140%. In addition, the current responses were more reproducible as indicated by the reduced confidence interval ranges reflected in the error bars in Fig 4.2 (b). The PBS current responses also illustrated more stable responses. Their values before and after in Fig 4.2 (b) were 10.5 ± 1.13 μA and 12.6 ± 0.20 μA. It is presumed that the carbon layers formed on electrode surface might have modified the platinum electrode surface properties and thus improved the performance similar to how other carbon based materials coated electrodes to improve performance [116, 117].

S/Ns before and after were compared in Table 4.1. S/N ratios of both PBS and RBC suspension current responses increased with measurement cycles. The PBS current response signals are nearly the same before and after repeat measurements. Thus, the increased S/N is attributed to reduced noise (stabilized current responses). In RBC suspensions, the increase in S/N was predominantly due to increased current responses and decreased the standard deviation of the current responses. The standard deviation before was 0.922 and after was 0.483.

The entire sequence in Fig 4.2 (a) was reproduced more than ten times ($N > 10$) beginning each time with new platinum electrodes. The result – improved RBC current
responses stabilizing between 60 and 63 μA – was observed each time. The most common sequence length was 30 to 50 cycles of the 60 vol% RBC solution current measurements (plus the repeated PBS current measurements). Once current responses were stabilized at 60 to 63 μA, the entire immersed anode electrode was completely black and fluctuations of current responses were minimal. We hypothesize the black color was due to carbon layers covering the electrode surface. This is consistent with prior literature reporting minimal biomolecule adsorption onto carbon-based electrodes compared to platinum electrodes [114, 155, 156].

The black carbon layers formed on the electrode surfaces were very brittle and could be easily removed from the electrodes mechanically by tweezers or high-pressure air. If the carbon layers were kept intact, the electrodes retained improved performance. However, if the carbon layers were damaged, the current responses decreased below 60 μA. Then, by repeating the same procedure, measuring the PBS and 60 % RBC solution current responses in cycles, the 60% RBC solution currents could be restored to 60 to 63 μA again.

As mentioned previously, our goal was to measure the current responses of RBC suspensions at various volume to volume ratios in DC fields for hematocrit determination. Hematocrit is the volume percentage of RBCs in blood. Theoretically, the current response of blood is inversely proportional to hematocrit due to the nonconductive nature of RBCs [157, 158]. With bare platinum electrodes, different hematocrits could not be discerned because of current instability and the low catalytic
activity of the platinum electrodes as shown in Fig 4.2 (b). Current responses were not reproducible and overlapped at low values regardless of RBC concentrations. After platinum electrodes were coated with carbon layers, the electrodes demonstrated sufficient activity and stability to hematocrit to ~2 vol% resolution [153].

4.3.2 Electrode surface characterization

In order to directly investigate the black layers on the electrode surfaces, unused platinum electrode wire surfaces and the carbonized platinum electrode surfaces showing the improved performance were imaged by FE-SEM. Black layer compositions were analyzed via EDS and the results are shown in Table 4.2. For the EDS analysis, due to the curvature of platinum wire electrodes, the locations along the same ordinate were chosen for quantitative comparison.

Fig 4.3 (a), (b) and (c) illustrate unused platinum wire electrode surfaces at three magnifications. The platinum wire diameter was 0.1 mm and purity reported from Sigma Aldrich was 99.99%. SEM images of the wire were dominated by bright regions with a few, small dark regions. EDS elemental analysis was performed on both regions; representative EDS analysis are marked by A and B, respectively, in Fig 4.3 (c) and correlate to values in Table 4.2. The dark regions are carbon rich, while the bright regions were closer to pure platinum. Overall, the unused platinum surface contained measurable amounts of carbon and oxygen. For all experiments, the platinum wires containing carbon and oxygen impurities were used as electrodes without any pretreatment.
Fig 4.3 FE-SEM images of unused platinum wire electrodes at three magnifications (a) × 500 magnification, (b) × 1000 magnification, and (c) × 10000 magnification. The yellow boxes in (c) indicate the representative regions for EDS analysis shown in Table 4.2.

Fig 4.4 (a), (b), and (c) are the images of platinum electrode surfaces used as a cathode after 31 cycles of the 60 vol% RBC current measurements with 31 intermittent PBS current measurements. This electrode demonstrated stable 60 μA signals in 60 vol% RBC solutions. Comparison of unused platinum electrode SEM images to the cathode electrode surface, darker regions are more prominent as shown in Fig 4.4 (a). EDS analysis revealed these dark regions are carbon rich as cataloged in Table 4.2. In Fig 4.4 (b), the left most region labeled C has similar composition to the unused platinum electrode surface in Table 4.2. However, the dark region including D contained 31.9 % carbon. Fig 4.4 (c) is a 10000× magnification of region D. The images of another cathode electrode after 49 current measurement cycles with PBS and 49 cycles with 60 vol% RBC are shown in Fig 4.4 (d), (e) and (f). Fig 4.4 (d) shows that the platinum electrode was curved and scratched (lettered by E) by a scalpel while cut off the microfluidic device; further F marks carbon tape used to adhere the electrode to the FE-SEM stub. As contrasted with Fig 4.4 (a), (b), and (c), darker carbon regions more extensively cover the electrode surface as illustrated in region G in Fig 4.4 (e). EDS of this region indicated more extensive carbonization, as catalogued in Table 4.2. However, the bright region
Fig 4.4 FE-SEM images of cathode surfaces. (a), (b), and (c): after 31 cycles of the 60 vol% RBC suspension current measurement (62 cycles if including the PBS current measurements) at × 500, × 1000, and × 10000 magnification, respectively. (d), (e), and (f): after 49 cycles of the 60 vol% RBC current measurement at × 500, × 1000, and × 10000 magnification, respectively. The yellow boxes indicate the representative spots for EDS analysis in Table 4.2.

marked as H in Fig 4.4 (e) still has similar composition to the unused platinum. These results indicate that with increasing measurement cycles, carbon coverage of the cathode electrode surface increased.

The source of the carbonization is attributed primarily to irreversible RBCs adsorption onto the platinum surface because this is the predominant source of carbon within the solution. The solution also contains 320 μM TritonX-100, which is a nonionic surfactant comprised of a hydrophilic polyethylene oxide chain and an aromatic hydrocarbon hydrophobic group \( ((C_2H_4O)_nC_{14}H_{22}O, N= 9 – 10) \). It was observed that repeated current measurements in only PBS solution containing Triton X-100 did not change electrode surfaces. Other experimental impurities that could serve as sources of carbon include the
Anode electrode surfaces after the performance improvement were also imaged. Fig 4.5 (a), (b) and (c) show the anode surface after 31 current measurements cycles with PBS and 31 cycles with 60 vol% RBC. This anode was pared with Fig 4.3 (a), (b), and (c) and demonstrated a stable 60 μA in 60 vol% RBC solution. Fig 4.5 (b), a magnified view of the I yellow box in Fig 4.5 (a), is a side view of the coated layers. This illustrates that the anode exhibited a rough surface with layers that increased the platinum surface area. A top view of the layers, an enlarged image of the yellow box J, is shown in Fig 4.5 (c).

EDS analysis revealed that the K region is a carbon rich layer containing 56.8 ± 2.59 wt%
carbon as reported in Table 4.2. In K, $1.16 \pm 0.19$ wt% chlorine was also detected, which is not shown in Table 4.2. Smoother regions, like L, have similar composition as the untreated platinum surfaces, reported in Table 4.2.

Fig 4.5 (a), (b), and (c) indicates that the coated carbon layers developed to three-dimensional (3D) porous structures, which is structurally different from the cathode images. This 3D structure is attributed to the negative zeta potential of RBCs in the PBS driving RBC adsorption to the positively charged anode surface. RBC zeta potential is $–31.8 \pm 1.1$ mV [160] in PBS with 1.7 mM KH$_2$PO$_4$, 5.2 mM Na$_2$HPO$_4$, 150 mM NaCl,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>electrode label</th>
<th>surface status</th>
<th>C (weight%)</th>
<th>O (weight%)</th>
<th>Pt (weight%)</th>
<th>N (weight%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>new</td>
<td>bright</td>
<td>14.8 ± 1.37</td>
<td>0.82 ± 0.29</td>
<td>84.4 ± 1.62</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cathode</td>
<td>bare</td>
<td>14.5 ± 1.05</td>
<td>1.09 ± 0.43</td>
<td>84.4 ± 1.44</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D carbonized</td>
<td></td>
<td>31.9 ± 14.9</td>
<td>2.36 ± 1.24</td>
<td>65.7 ± 16.1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H bare</td>
<td></td>
<td>13.3 ± 0.26</td>
<td>0.88 ± 0.04</td>
<td>85.8 ± 0.23</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G carbonized</td>
<td></td>
<td>38.6 ± 5.77</td>
<td>3.18 ± 0.55</td>
<td>58.2 ± 6.26</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anode</td>
<td>bare</td>
<td>15.9 ± 1.32</td>
<td>1.37 ± 0.01</td>
<td>84.3 ± 0.17</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K carbonized</td>
<td></td>
<td>56.8 ± 2.59</td>
<td>5.94 ± 0.83</td>
<td>36.1 ± 3.23</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M bare</td>
<td></td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>85.8</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N carbonized</td>
<td></td>
<td>55.9 ± 3.34</td>
<td>9.67 ± 0.54</td>
<td>28.9 ± 3.28</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p bare</td>
<td></td>
<td>15.2 ± 0.04</td>
<td>1.24 ± 0.04</td>
<td>83.6 ± 0.08</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q active carbon</td>
<td></td>
<td>39.5 ± 6.59</td>
<td>2.81 ± 0.26</td>
<td>57.7 ± 6.85</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R carbonized</td>
<td></td>
<td>80.5 ± 8.93</td>
<td>8.70 ± 3.22</td>
<td>10.1 ± 12.1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The capital letters in the label column, corresponding to the labels in Fig 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, and 4.8, indicate representative regions for the analyses.
and pH 7.4, which is similar to our PBS medium condition of 2.57 mM KH₂PO₄, 2.57 mM K₂HPO₄, 2.57 mM NaCl, 274.3 mM dextrose, and pH 7.2. RBC adsorption is energetically favorable because adsorption reduces the interfacial energy at the electrode-solution interface. In contrast, the negatively charged cathode would repel intact RBCs, so 3D adsorption was not observed on the cathodes as shown in Fig 4.4.

An additional anode electrode was examined after 49 cycles of RBC current measurements and 49 cycles of PBS. The FE-SEM images shown in Fig 4.5 (d), (e), and (f) represent the anode status right after current measurements in Fig 4.2, which displayed 60.2 ± 0.67 μA with the 60 vol% RBC suspension at 100 V DC. The entire solution-exposed anode surface upon obtaining stable current measurements was completely covered by carbon layers. Handling of the anode electrodes was challenging because the black carbon layers were brittle and easily damaged. Note that in Fig 4.5 (d), on right side containing M the 3D carbon layer clearly peeled off and thus, this region had the same composition as the unused platinum electrode. The carbon layer composition representatively marked by N in Fig 4.5 (e) was reported in Table 4.2. In these carbon layers, 4.46 ± 2.14 wt% of chlorine and 1.08 ± 0.58 wt% of potassium were also detected, not shown in Table 4.2. Compared to the anode after 31 cycles of current measurements in Fig 4.5 (a), (b), (c), the carbon layers extended to cover the entire surface.

This microfluidic system has previously been shown to generate electrolysis bubbles [32]; thus, electrolysis reactions occur concurrent with carbon adsorption to the electrodes. During current measurements, electrolysis of water generates oxygen and
hydrogen gas bubbles at the anode and cathode electrode surfaces, respectively [123]. These gas bubbles could affect RBC adsorption at the anode and carbon adsorption at the cathode. Gas bubbles on the electrode surfaces make surface sites inactive. Growth and detachment of bubbles from electrodes can also create microconvective flows at and near electrodes [32, 37, 39], which would interfere with transport to the surface. Thus bubble behavior could impede RBC and carbon adsorption. This phenomenon was reported in electrophoretic deposition, which is a colloidal coating process that is similar to RBC adsorption in the sense that charged particles in suspension are deposited onto polarized electrode surfaces with opposite charges under an externally applied electric field. In electrophoretic deposition, electrolysis bubbles can incorporate into the deposit layers and lead to porous and inhomogeneous deposited structures [155, 156, 161]. In our experiments, the applied 100 V DC is high enough to generate large amount of bubbles and may also lead to a porous structure. The inhomogeneity of the structure is illustrated in Fig 4.5 (a), (b) and (c).

Based on the data presented herein, we have attributed improved electrode performance to the formation of carbon layers on the anode surface and carbon films on the cathode surfaces. During current measurements, adsorbed RBCs lysed on the electrode surfaces and progressively carbonized to form the observed black carbon layers on the electrode surfaces. As the RBC current measurement cycles progressed, RBC adsorption compounded and eventually formed thick black carbon layers, which were especially pronounced on the anode. The anode carbon layers developed into 3D porous structures
that increased the electrode surface area. Based on improved current responses, it is assumed that these adsorbed carbon layers have favorable electron conduction properties. Consistent with findings in other carbon electrode systems, the critical factor with carbon-based modification of electrode surfaces is to achieve maximum effective surface area with well-optimized porous structures. The stabilization of current and increased electrocatalytic activity of the platinum electrodes in our microfluidic device suggests that carbon layers formed via RBC adsorption developed into optimized porous structures for stable RBC current measurements.

4.3.3 Graphene and active carbon coated electrodes

Electrode performance with graphene and active carbon coated electrodes for current measurements of 60 vol% RBC solution were compared with new platinum electrode performance in Fig 4.6. In EPD process, the thickness and area of deposited layers...
depends on coating time. As coating time increased, electrode surfaces became darker and lost luster. The graphene coated electrodes did not improve electrode performance and as graphene surface coverage increased (longer coating time), electrode performance decreased. Decrease in performance may be due to the thick graphene layers. Thick graphene layers would have increased the resistance to electron transfer and decreased current responses. Average current responses with electrode coated for 10 and 15 minutes were below 20 μA.

Active carbon coated electrode apparently improved performance. Compared to 25.3 ± 2.38 μA of new platinum electrode average current response, active carbon electrode increased current responses to 62.1 ± 15.2 μA. Fig 4.7 shows the current responses with this active carbon coated electrode. Some RBC current responses, such as from 300 to
Figure 4.8 FE-SEM images of active carbon coated platinum electrode surfaces. Active carbons from 1 wt% solution were deposited for 30 seconds at 40 V. (a), (b), and (c): Before current measurement at × 500, × 1000, and × 5000 magnification, respectively. (d), (e), and (f): after 11 cycles of the 60 vol% RBC current measurement at × 500, × 1000, and × 10000 magnification, respectively. The yellow boxes indicate the representative spots for EDS analysis in Table 4.2.

360 seconds and from 420 to 480 seconds showed huge fluctuation and deviation compared to other responses. 15.2 µA confidence interval is due to these fluctuated responses. Without these two measurement, average current responses of rest measurement was 53.5 ± 2.12 µA. This is lower than 60.2 ± 0.77 µA with RBC coated electrode.

Fig 4.8 shows FE-SEM images of active carbon coated electrode surfaces. Electrode surfaces before the measurement was shown in Fig 4.8 (a), (b), and (C). In images, black regions such as P in Fig 4.8 (b) has similar compositions to the unused platinum electrode surface as reported in Table 4.2. White color regions such as Q in Fig 4.8 (b) are active carbon coated layer and contains 39.5 ± 6.59 wt% carbon. Fig 4.8 (c) is a 5000×
magnification of the yellow box O in Fig 4.8 (a). It shows that active carbon layers on electrode surfaces increased surface roughness. Fig 4.8 (d), (e), and (f) showed electrode surfaces after RBC current measurements. Most of surface area were carbonized by irreversibly adsorbed RBCs. The carbonized surface area composition, representatively marked by R in Fig 4.8 (a), was reported in Table 4.2. In the carbonized layers, small amount of sodium (0.17 ± 0.11 wt%), potassium (0.05 ± 0.07 wt%), and iron (0.13 ± 0.14 wt%) were also detected. Fig 4.8 (f) a magnification of the yellow box S in Fig 4.8 (d). These results means that RBC adsorption took place and carbonized active carbon coated electrode surfaces. This RBC adsorption must have caused the fluctuations of current responses in Fig 4.7.

4.4 Concluding remarks

Many microfluidic devices employ microelectrodes that have small surface areas that yield weaker electrical signals. Prior biosensor research has revealed that irreversible biomolecule adsorption destabilizes these electrical signals [17-19]. Successful strategies to reduce biomolecule adsorption have included bonding carbon nanotubes or graphene on electrode surfaces.

The present work is an inadvertent extension of this approach with red blood cells as the carbon source. Systematic studies in RBC solutions suspensions revealed that RBCs offer a carbon source for carbon deposition on both the cathode and anode electrodes, although the structure and composition differed greatly between the electrodes. The platinum
electrodes with 3D carbon layers formed from RBC adsorption reached a steady state as indicated by increased current responses with smaller S/N. These carbonization of electrode results using RBCs are consistent with other electrode carbonization literature, which reports that 1) increasing electrode surface area improves the electrode performance, and 2) carbon based or carbon coated electrodes experience less fouling. This suggests that biological sources of carbon may be utilizable to carbon-coat electrodes, and once coated reduce further biomolecule adsorption, and may serve as a lower cost alternative to carbon nanotubes or graphene binding to electrode surfaces.
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Chapter 5 Electrochemical hematocrit determination in a direct current microfluidic device

5.1 Introduction

Hematocrit (HCT) is a volume percentage of red blood cells (RBCs) in total volume of whole blood. It is normally 40 – 54 % for men and 36 – 48 % for women [1]. HCT tests are generally performed to screen blood donors and diagnose medical conditions or diseases affecting the quantity of RBCs in blood. Elevated HCT values are signs of polycythemia, cyanosis, dehydration, decompensating cardiovascular disease, and pulmonary fibrosis. Lowered values can be indicators of anemia and leukemia [2].

Point-of-Care (POC) diagnostics is a medical test at or near the site of a patient with a portable, self-contained, handheld testing device. POC devices aim to be inexpensive, simple, small and rugged with rapid and accurate analysis capability to meet medical care market needs. Microfluidic systems are considered a key platform for POC devices due to their unique features of low sample consumption, fast and precise analysis, low cost, and compactness [13, 14]. In addition, inexpensive and reliable microfluidic POC devices are advanced as a key solution for global health issues, especially for the developing world or regions lacking health care resources and diagnostic laboratory infrastructure [14]. The importance of HCT as a screening medical diagnostic has led to the development of many...

---

3 The material contained in this chapter has been submitted to: ELECTROPHORESIS.
HCT test methods. UltraCrit™ (Separation Technology, Inc., Standford, FL, U.S.A.) for blood donor screen is based upon ultrasound technology [162]. Measuring hemoglobin is an alternative to hematocrit and conversion between the two is done regularly. Mean corpuscular hemoglobin concentration (MCHC) is the average concentration of hemoglobin in RBCs and normally 32 to 36 g/dL [163]. Based on this correlation, HCT can be determined by hemoglobin measurement via the copper sulfate density method [6] and the hemoglobin analyzer HemoCue® (AB Leo Diagnostics, Helsinborg, Sweden) [164], and others [165].

The HCT test is typically conducted in full, wet chemistry laboratory settings by the microhematocrit method, or the Coulter counter method. In the microhematocrit method, the blood is drawn into a glass tube and separated into packed RBC and plasma (fluid around cells) layers by centrifugation; hematocrit is then determined by calculating the ratio of the height of the packed RBCs layer to the total height of whole blood sample [3]. This method does not allow continuous HCT measurements, which may be necessary during surgery and trauma care. Further, centrifuge components are bulky and time-consuming so this is not ideal for adaptation to POC diagnostics.

Another full laboratory alternative, the Coulter counter method, draws diluted blood suspension through a sensing aperture traversing two chambers. Individual nonconductive RBC passing through the aperture changes the electrical impedance in proportion to the RBC volume. The electrical impedance change allows the system to count and size RBCs and thus to determine the total RBC volume passing through the
aperture. HCT is calculated using the total fluid volume passing through the aperture. [4, 5] In addition, mean corpuscular volume (MCV) and other indicators in complete blood count (CBC) tests can be calculated from this information. Although some microfluidic systems employing the Coulter principle were introduced [21, 166], the Coulter counter method is generally considered to be too powerful and unsuitable for a portable microfluidic platform due to its complicated principle.

Another approach to determine HCT is the electrical impedance technique (also called electrical conductivity method) measuring whole blood sample impedance. At low frequencies (below 100 kHz), the AC signals pass through plasma and RBCs due to their insulative membranes act like capacitors. The measured resistance is due to plasma resistance and as such, it increases with the HCT in a reproducible fashion [157, 167-172]. Unfortunately, the impedance technique is a complicated and expensive protocol owing to its working principle – applying sinusoidal electrical signal, measuring responses of the system, and calculating the resistivity over applied frequencies. It requires bulky and intricate equipment to control frequencies and measure impedance. The impedance technique is very accurate and reliable compared to other methods, so many commercialized POC HCT devices are based on the impedance techniques [7, 8] even though miniaturizations require specialized electronic components that increase the device price. In particular, the i-STAT blood analyzer (Abbott Laboratories, Abbott Park, IL, USA) can determine not only HCT, but also sodium, potassium, chloride, pCO₂, blood urea, nitrogen concentration measurements; i-STAT is considered one of the most
successful ‘gold standard’ microfluidic POC diagnostics [8]. However, the i-STAT is too expensive, approximately $14,000 USD as of 2014, to be used at home or distributed in developing countries for the global health issues.

Employing simpler electronics to test for HCT would significantly reduce costs of a POC device. For this reason, this works explores direct current measures of HCT as a means to avoid the complexity and expense of AC frequency generation and AC impedance detection.

Resistivity measurements of living human tissue, including blood and plasma under DC fields, were conducted in the 1940s through 1960s [173, 174]. The AC impedance technique has been the focus of attention due to greater precision and data dimensions that enable property measurements such as cell interior resistance and membrane capacitance [158, 175, 176]. When DC fields are applied across particle suspension samples like blood, current passes through plasma while the RBCs act like capacitors in a fashion similar to the AC impedance technique. Thus, DC current responses can reflect plasma resistance and RBC fractional volumes thus enabling HCT determination. Blood resistivity is frequency dependent due to the capacitance properties of RBC membranes and decreases as the frequency increases [177]. So the HCT values determined by the AC impedance method depend on the RBC membrane status. Measuring HCT under DC fields (at zero frequency) can exclude the cell membrane dependence.

The purpose of the present work is to design and test a new simple and comparably robust microfluidic system for HCT determination with the goal of reducing complexity
and cost of POC HCT devices. To demonstrate feasibility of the new microfluidic system, RBC solutions suspended in a) phosphate buffered saline (PBS) and b) plasma both to HCT ranges from 10 to 70 vol% were quantified in a simple DC microfluidic device by dynamically measuring current responses.

5.2 Materials and Methods

5.2.1 Microfluidic device

A PDMS microfluidic device was cast using standard soft photolithographic master wafer techniques and O₂ plasma sealing procedures to a standard microscope slide [32]. The microfluidic device incorporated a singular microchannel with the dimensions of 180 μm by 70 μm and 10 mm long was used for current measurements. Both ends of the microchannel were connected to reservoirs of 0.4 mm in diameter. For electrodes, 0.1 mm platinum wires (0.10 mm diameter, 99.99 %, Sigma-Aldrich) were immersed 2 mm into each reservoir.

5.2.2 Sample preparation

From a voluntary A+ donor, 3 mL blood samples were drawn into vacutainers (Becton, Dickinson and Company, Franklin Lakes, NJ, U.S.A.) containing 1.8 mg K₂EDTA (dipotassium ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid) per ml of blood and kept at 4 °C. All samples were tested within 2 days of donation.
3 ml whole blood was centrifuged at 1400 rpm (rcf=110g) for 5 minutes via an accuSpin™ 400 (Fisher Scientific™, Pittsburgh, PA, U.S.A.) to separate RBCs and plasma. Plasma was removed and the RBCs were resuspended with 3 ml 0.9 wt% NaCl solution, then centrifuged at 1400 rpm for 5 minutes. This washing was repeated twice. The rinsed RBCs and plasma were stored at 4 °C and -30 °C, respectively and then used within 2 days and 3 months after donation, respectively.

For the PBS HCT experiments, RBCs were resuspended into 1000 μS/cm isotonic phosphate buffered saline (PBS, 2.57 mM KH₂PO₄, 2.57 mM K₂HPO₄, 2.57 mM NaCl, 274.3 mM dextrose) to desired concentrations (10, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50 55, 60 and 70 vol%). For the plasma HCT experiments, RBCs were resuspended into the pooled and thawed plasma at the same desired concentrations. Lastly, a previously determined optimal concentration of 320 μM Triton X-100 was added into each solution to stabilize baseline solution responses by minimizing detrimental electrolysis reaction effects [32].

5.2.3 Current response measurements

RBC solutions were introduced via the microdevice port connector (LabSmith, Livermore, CA, U.S.A.) via BD Safety-Lok™ 3 mL syringes (Becton, Dickinson and Company). 100 V DC was applied across the microchannel via the platinum electrodes emmersed in microdevice wells for one minute while concurrently measuring current responses at 39 points per second with the HVS 448 high voltage sequencer (LabSmith). After each one minute cycle, the microchannel was flushed with e-pure water
Figure 5.1 The importance of platinum electrode pretreatment. Current responses of 1000 μS/cm PBS (blue cycle traces) and 60 vol% RBC suspension (higher, red cycle traces) at 100 V DC versus time. Each bar represents one 60 seconds cycle, begun after the microdevice was flushed with new solution.

(Resistivity: 18.2 MΩ). In order to monitor platinum electrode status and ensure microdevice reproducibility and quality control, isotonic PBS solution current responses were also measured with RBC solution in rotating cycles.

5.2.4 Platinum electrode quality control measures

To increase and then maintain platinum electrode performance and stability, platinum electrode pretreatment was necessary as described in separately documented work [129]. All RBC HCT current response experiments were completed with pretreated platinum electrodes. Control experiments were conducted to ensure optimal electrode performance prior to any HCT experiments. 60 vol% RBC suspension in PBS were measured with the PBS in rotating cycles same as the current response measurements for HCT determination. As the electrode current responses of the PBS and the 60 vol% RBC suspension were measured, the electrode surface were carbonized by the adsorbed RBCs
and electrode performance improved as shown in Fig 5.1. These improved performance was attributed to the carbon layers increasing electrode surfaces area with 3 dimensional porous structures and minimzing electrode surface fouling.

5.2.5 Microscopy visualization

To assess cell integrity before and after experiments, RBC images were acquired with a Plan-Neofluar 63x/0.75 Korr Ph2 objective (Zeiss, Thornwood, NY, U.S.A.) on a microscope equipped with an AxioCam MRm camera (Zeiss). Software AxioVision (Version 4.8, Zeiss) was used for digital image processing and 2D RBC diameter measurements.

5.2.6 Cell counts

As an independent verification of manually contrived hematocrit suspensions and to assess the impact of added surfactant on cell integrity, a hemocytometer (Hausser Scientific, Horsham, PA, U.S.A.) was used to count RBCs over time for one hour in presence of 320 μM Triton X-100. Even 10 vol% RBC solution, which is the most dilute solution used for the current measurement was too dense to count cells on the hemocytometer, so RBC solutions were diluted to 0.1 vol% and cell count calculations adjusted accordingly.

5.2.7 Conductivity and zeta potential measurement
Conductivity of RBCs in PBS was measured using an AB 30 conductivity meter (Fisher Scientific™ Accumet™, Pittsburgh, PA, U.S.A.). Zeta potential of RBCs in PBS was determined via a Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern Instruments, Malvern, Worcestershire, United Kingdom).

5.3 Results and Discussion

5.3.1 Platinum electrode pretreatment

Current responses of both PBS and RBC suspension were inconsistent with new platinum electrodes. However, pretreatment of the electrodes resulted in highly reproducible results. Fig 5.1 illustrates initial current responses of the 60 vol% RBC suspension (red traces) with new platinum electrodes from 0 to 1440 seconds (labeled ‘Initial’ in Fig-1) were 46.2 ± 16.6 and improved to 63.7 ± 0.93 μA from 9600 to 11040 seconds (labeled ‘Final’). Optimal electrode performance was assessed prior to all subsequent HCT experiments.

5.3.2 Mitigating factors with current response measurements

Representative current responses of RBC solutions (red traces) at 100 V DC are presented in Fig 5.2. In order to monitor the platinum electrode status, the current response of the 1000 μS/cm PBS (blue traces in the plot) followed by the RBC solution were measured in 60 second cycles. Measured current responses were reproducible once platinum electrode pretreatment was completed [129].
Small fluctuations in the current responses of RBC solutions, PBS, and plasma were observed. In addition to the high frequency noise always experienced by the system, some current responses such as the second 25 vol% RBC in plasma current from 180 to 240 seconds in Fig 5.2 (c) decreased during the 60 second cycle. By examining all RBC traces in Fig 5.2, slight decreases in the current during most measurement cycles were observed. Electrolysis bubbles, RBC adsorption onto electrodes, and RBC sedimentation are factors destabilizing current responses and increasing noise of current signals. In order to obtain reproducible current responses and increase S/N, these factors were considered.

Figure 5.2 Representative current responses of 1000 μS/cm PBS (blue traces) and RBC solutions (red traces) at 100 V DC versus time. (a) 25 vol% RBC in PBS, (b) 45 vol% RBC in PBS, (c) 25 vol% RBC in plasma, (d) 45 vol% RBC in plasma. Each trace represents one 60 seconds cycle, begun with new solution pumped into the microchannel.
It is well-known that platinum electrodes in aqueous solution generate gas bubbles by electrolysis of water above \( \sim 3 \) V DC [15]. The electrolysis bubbles cover active electrode surface sites, increase solution resistance [38], and affect heat and mass transfer rates [39, 125], leading to destabilization of microfluidic system and inconsistent current responses [32]. In order to control the electrolysis bubbles, 320 \( \mu \text{M} \) Triton X-100 was added to each solution. The beneficial mechanisms behind surfactant additives include promoting faster bubble detachments from electrodes, smaller bubble diameters via lower surface tension, and decreasing gas bubbles formation by altering gas solubility. Triton X-100 was previously shown to stabilize our microfluidic system [32].

Secondly, irreversible RBC adsorption is a phenomenon that lowers free energy at the interface between platinum electrodes and the RBC/PBS suspension. Adsorbed RBCs foul the electrode surface and destabilize current responses [17, 33]. In Fig 5.1, large fluctuation of current responses such as from 180 to 240 seconds and from 300 to 360 seconds in the initial time range is attribute to RBC adsorption [129]. However, upon repeat usage of the electrodes, large fluctuations in current responses were not apparent after 9600 seconds Separate work has revealed that this stabilization is due to carbon layers formed on the electrode [129]. Further, the carbon based electrodes have less tendency to foul than fresh, pure platinum electrodes.

Lastly, RBC sedimentation in static media is noticeable via microscope observations to begin within 30 sec and thus would occur during the measurements [178]. Due to insulative membranes, RBCs are poor conductors. As the cells sediment due to gravity in
both the reservoirs and microchannel, solution resistance would change. In our microdevice configuration, RBC sedimentation in the reservoirs would increase resistance due to poorly conducting RBCs in the current pathway between electrodes [157, 178, 179]. However, electroosmotic flow within the microchannel itself would likely prevent RBC sedimentation. Thus, current responses were measured in one minute cycles to minimize sedimentation influences on the measurements. However, the slight downward drift in most cycles is attributed to sedimentation effects.

5.3.3 Effect of Triton X-100 on RBCs

To control electrolysis bubbles, and thus stabilize the current, 320 μM Triton X-100 surfactant was added to all RBC solutions. Since Triton X-100 is commonly used to lyse RBCs [180-184], the effects of the 320 μM Triton X-100 on RBCs was systematically verified.

Surfactants naturally migrate to interfaces. With cells including RBCs, surfactants insert into the membrane’s phospholipid bilayer at sub-solubilizing concentrations. As the bilayer surfactant concentration increases, phospholipid solubilization is reached, normally denoted as $D_{t}^{\text{Sat}}$, which concurrently signals the beginning of hemolysis. The concentration for complete solubilization, $D_{t}^{\text{Sol}}$, finishes hemolysis. Between $D_{t}^{\text{Sat}}$ and $D_{t}^{\text{Sol}}$, inserted surfactant molecules form surfactant/phospholipid mixed vesicles and micelles which result in bilayer curvature changes, formation of pores, and solubilization of the phospholipid and thus cell hemolysis [50, 52, 180, 182, 183].
**Figure 5.3** Red blood cell microscope images of 10 vol% solutions. Upper row illustrates cells in isotonic 1000 \( \mu \)S/cm phosphate buffer saline medium. Before (a) and after (b) current measurement under 100 V DC for one minute in the absence of 320 \( \mu \)M Triton X-100. In the presence of 320 \( \mu \)M Triton X-100, RBCs before (c) and after (d) the measurement. Lower row illustrates RBC in plasma in the absence of Triton X-100 before (e) and after (f) the measurement. In the presence of 320 \( \mu \)M Triton X-100, before (g) and after (h) the measurement. Image contrast was adjusted to improve RBC resolvability.

To assess solubilization effects, RBCs were visualized microscopically for cell integrity in the presence and absence of 320 \( \mu \)M Triton X-100, before and after current measurements, and in PBS and plasma mediums as presented in Fig 5.3. For each case, RBC diameters were plotted in Fig 5.4 (a). No significant difference in shape and size of RBCs was observed in each medium. Further, cell counts of 0.1 vol % RBC solutions in presence of 320 \( \mu \)M Triton X-100 for one hour via the hemacytometer were reported in Fig-4 (b), which illustrates that hemolysis was minimal.

Surfactant-induced hemolysis and its rate depend on: i) surfactant molecules and concentrations, ii) lipid concentrations (RBC concentrations) \([182-184]\), iii) medium conditions such as ionic strength, solute sizes, osmolarity, pH, and temperature, and iv) the presence of hemolysis inhibitors such as cholesterol, sucrose, glucose (dextrose),
Figure 5.4 Effect of 320 μM Triton X-100 on red blood cell sizes and concentration. (a) Comparison of RBC sizes of 10 vol% solution in PBS and plasma, in the presence and absence of Triton X-100. Blue-hashed bars represent before and orange solid bars after current measurements under 100 V DC for one minute. Error bars represent the 95% confidence intervals (N = 69 ~117). (b) RBC counts (0.1 vol%) measured via hemocytometer over time in the presence of Triton X-100.

etc.[184-189]. Due to variations in these parameters, it is difficult to make a direct comparison of our results with hemolysis literature, many of which are not consistent. Some Triton X-100 induced hemolysis quantitative results in PBS [180-182, 184] are reported. However, to achieve our desired 1000 μS/cm conductivity, dextrose was a main component of our isotonic PBS buffer (2.57 mM KH₂PO₄, 2.57 mM K₂HPO₄, 2.57 mM NaCl, 274.3 mM dextrose). Dextrose has been shown to inhibit hemolysis [184, 187, 188]. Thus, considering these factors, our result that hemolysis was not observed is consistent with parameters in prior literature. Further, these results indicate that 320 μM Triton X-100 is below $D_t^{Sat}$ and does not compromise RBCs, while still preventing electrolysis and achieving a stable electrokinetic microdevice system.

5.3.4 HCT determination
Figure 5.5 Current (I) within the microdevice versus RBC concentration in response to a 100 V DC applied potential. Average currents in (a) PBS medium and (b) plasma. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals (N=4 ~ 12).

The current response to a 100 V DC potential versus RBC concentration suspended in PBS and plasma were shown in Fig 5.5. The current response increases with RBC concentration in PBS medium while the current response decreases in plasma. It was hypothesized that RBCs would act as insulators due to their lipid membranes such that the solution resistance would increase and current would decrease as RBC concentration increased. The decrease in the current in plasma is consistent with prior AC impedance results [157, 158, 190]. Increases in the current in PBS medium might be ascribed to negatively charged RBC surfaces due to glycoproteins embedded in lipid bilayers [191]. Although RBC membranes are considered nonconductive, these glycoproteins may decrease PBS/solution resistance by adding surface conductivity within the simple salt/dextrose media. The PBS medium and reported plasma conductivities are 1000 and 10,000 μS/cm, respectively [173]. These trends then lead us to postulate that RBC surface conductivity contributions are higher than 1000 μS/cm and lower than 10000
μS/cm. Measured conductivity of 1, 3, 7 vol% RBC solution in PBS were 1329, 1340, and 1596 μS/cm, respectively. As RBC concentration increased, conductivity of RBC solution in PBS increased.

The 95% confidence intervals of 45 and 50 vol% in Fig 5.5 (a) and 40 and 45 vol% in Fig 5.5 (b) overlap. In addition, the $R^2$ value for a linear trendline in plasma is 0.9907, but the fit to a linear trendline in PBS medium is slightly less at 0.9777. This suggests measurements in the PBS medium were less resolvable than those in plasma. With regards to measurement accuracy, minor blood cell aggregation is one potential measurement error. Blood cell associations were observed more often in PBS microchannels during current measurements; this is corroborated by images in Fig 5.3. As expected, plasma is a much better suspension fluid due to its greater buffering capacity and ability to support red blood cell health such that secondary cell effects are minimized. Zeta potential of RBCs in our PBS (2.57 mM KH$_2$PO$_4$, 2.57 mM K$_2$HPO$_4$, 2.57 mM NaCl, 274.3 mM dextrose) were reported in Table 5.1. Zeta potential of 0.5 vol% was -34.9 ± 0.34 mV. This is consistent with reported value -31.8 ± 1.1 mV in similar PBS medium (1.7 mM KH$_2$PO$_4$, 5.2 mM Na$_2$HPO$_4$, 150 mM NaCl) [160].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RBC</th>
<th>Zeta Potential (mV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.5 vol%</td>
<td>-34.9 ± 0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 vol%</td>
<td>-17.2 ± 0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 vol%</td>
<td>-19.7 ± 0.68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5.2 Comparison of DC microfluidic HCT determination method against other method based on microhematocrit, HemataSTAT II, and ultrasound technology, UltraCrit™.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>HemataSTAT II</th>
<th>UltraCrit™</th>
<th>DC microfluidic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Linearity</td>
<td>16 – 60 % HCT</td>
<td>10.3 – 72.0 % HCT</td>
<td>10 – 70 % HCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>≤ 4.6 %</td>
<td>≤ 0.8 %</td>
<td>≤ 2.8 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>≤ 0.5 %</td>
<td>≤ 0.4 %</td>
<td>≤ 2.6 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RBC concentration increased, zeta potential moved toward zero and the absolute values were less than 20. This indicated that RBC solution was not stable and RBC aggregation occurred.

The implications of the data in Fig 5.5 indicate that HCT can be determined by measuring current responses within a simple DC microchannel fluidic system. The tests were completed within one minute and consumed only 125 μL of blood per measurement. This DC microfluidic system is a simplifying improvement over AC methods and current hematocrit POC devices. Measurement precision and accuracy in plasma medium were ≤ 2.8 % and ≤ 2.6 %, respectively. The performance of our DC microfluidic device for HCT determination was compared with other methods; based on microhematocrit (HemataSTAT II) and ultrasound technology (UltraCrit™), in Table 5.2.

5.4 Concluding remarks

A simple DC current detection method within a microfluidic system for a POC HCT device was presented. Feasibility for HCT determination was shown via measuring
current responses of RBC suspensions in both synthetic PBS and plasma. Key operating parameters including electrolysis bubbles, irreversible red blood cell adsorption, and red blood cell sedimentation were optimized to enable these simple current-based hematocrit measurements. 320 μM Triton X-100 was added to all RBC/PBS or RBC/plasma suspensions to attenuate the production of electrolysis bubbles at electrode surfaces which destabilize the electric field. Control experiments directly confirmed that the added Triton-X100 did not compromise RBC integrity. Carbonized platinum wire electrodes had minimal fouling once they were coated via irreversible RBC adsorption; this improved electrode performance. Further, fluid transport occurred within the device. Current response measurement were performed for one minute before red blood cell sedimentation significantly effected current measurements.

In summary, electrokinetic microfluidic systems have begun to enable POC devices, although very few microfluidic/electrokinetic POC devices have been successfully commercialized. Those POC devices that have been commercialized are fairly complicated, yield sophisticated results, and have correspondingly high cost. This research has illustrated a very simple microfluidic system using battery accessible DC field harness able for an inexpensive, practical POC device.
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Chapter 6 Conclusion and ongoing work

The present dissertation has illustrated a new microfluidic system for an inexpensive and practical POC HCT device.

In order to improve the microfluidic system stability, surfactant additive (Triton X-100) was added to RBC solutions. Platinum electrode performance was improved by carbonizing electrode surfaces using RBCs. The feasibility of the microfluidic system for HCT determination was shown via current response measurement of RBC suspension in PBS and plasma medium over human HCT concentrations.

We aimed to simplify the microfluidic system to use as a platform for a POC HCT device. Compared to the microfluidic systems based on the conductivity method, the microfluidic system was drastically simplified by employing DC. The microfluidic system determines HCT within one minute and consumed only 125 μL blood sample.

In order to use the present microfluidic system as a POC HCT platform, some of modification are necessary. In the present dissertation, platinum electrode surfaces were coated by RBCs. The RBC layers on electrode surfaces increased effective surface area and minimized fouling and thus platinum electrode performance was significantly improved, as shown in Chapter 4. However, modification electrode surface using RBCs is very tedious and at risk of occupational exposure to bloodborne pathogens. We are investigating alternative materials to modify platinum electrode surfaces as the RBC layers. Some of results are shown in Chapter 4. As of now, only active carbon coated
platinum electrode showed improved performance. Various carbon materials, such as graphene, active carbons, and carbon fibers can be tried to modify platinum electrode surfaces.

Microfluidic technology has been considered a promising solution to develop inexpensive and reliable POC devices. However, it is not easy and simple to integrate the microfluidic technology into POC devices. This research aimed to develop a POC HCT device and faced problems of electrolysis bubble and poor platinum electrode performance. In order to develop POC devices for different purpose such as blood glucose or hemoglobin determination, researchers will encounter different challenges. It is a job and duty of researchers to solve these challenges.
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